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PREFACE

In the summerof 2001, we hosted the 40th annual Japan Sci-Fi
Convention (SF2001) at the Makuhari Messe convention center in
Chiba, Japan. It had been a full 20 years since DAICON3, the very
first sci-fi con we'd hosted,andit’s going on 24 years since wefirst
becameactive(as they say) in the biz. In the beginning, I was a kid
who didn’t think much about anything, who preferred the
pleasures of the momentto any long-term uncertainties about the
future. | was just a regular kid.
What changed me was a series of encounters, an unbroken

procession of chance meetings that thrust me from my young and
vigorous but ultimately clueless boyhood, and transformed me
into the man I am now.
More than anything, it was DAICON 3 that played the greatest

role in many of these encounters, and now here we were again,
hosting SF2001. I guess you could say the convention marked an
era in my owncareer, so | decided to treat the occasion as an
opportunity to synthesize the past two decadesinto the form of a
record of my youth.

Naturally, most of the things | remember happened to me
personally, so those are the things I mainly write about. And
there’s a distinct possibility that this account of mine may not even
be accurate, in the sense of being based on hard, objective facts.



 
At the very least I’m trying not to write any outright lies, so

please forgive me of any faults in my memory,orif others happen

to rememberthings differently. That’s just the nature of the beast.

| hope this book will serve as an aid to readers who wantto

learn the truth behind the rumors of how we got from DAICON to

GAINAX,as well as information on things they might want to know

about us. Of course, if you do fall into that category, you must be

even more of a geek than | am...
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1957 SEPTEMBER

1964

1970

1973

1976

1977

1978

     

  

 
   

Everything you need to knowaboutthe history of
the Japan Sci-Fi Conventions, General Products and GAINAX

THE COMPLETE
NOTENKI CHRONOLOGY

APRIL

APRIL

APRIL

APRIL

APRIL

JULY

APRIL

AUGUST

® Born in Osaka

® Enter Tadaoka Elementary School

® Enter Tadaoka Junior High School

® Enter Seifu High School

® Enter Kinki University’s Nuclear Engineering Department

®Join the sci-fi club (Toshio Okada enters Osaka

Electro-Communication University)

® See Hiroe Sugafor thefirst time at the Seigunsai

® Cofound the Confederation of Kansai Student Sci-Fi Clubs

(Takeshi Sawamura enters Otemon Gakuin University)

® Meet Toshio Okada at the Seto-Consci-fi festival

® Make convention debut at Ashino-Con

(the 17th annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention)

® Meet Takeshi Sawamura and Hiroaki Inoue

® Intend to host a convention, but give up because of

excessive red tape

 



 

1979 AUGUST

1980 APRIL

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

FALL

198] MARCH

SPRING

AUGUST

FALL

OCTOBER

END OFYEAR

1982 STARTOFYEAR

FEBRUARY

SPRING

MAY

 

®@ Hold 4th annual Sci-Fi Show in Mielparque Osaka Hall

e (Hideaki Anno, Takami Akai and Hiroyuki

Yamaga enter Osaka University of Arts)

® At Tokon 7, lobby for and receive approval to hold

DAICON 3

® Participate in Worldcon

@ Meet Masaharu Ueda and Toshihiko Nishigaki

® Meet Hideaki Anno, Hiroyuki Yamaga and TakamiAkai

® Begin planning the opening animation for DAICON 3

@ (Hiroe Suga debuts in SF Hoseki magazine)

@ (Toshio Okada drops out of Osaka Electro-

Communication University)

® Hold the 20th annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention

(DAICON 3) in Morinomiya, Osaka

® Start living with friends at Juso; my first period of

lethargy

® Drop out of Kinki University

® Begin preparations for opening the General Products

store

® Sell videos of opening animation to clear

DAICON 3 debt

e Hideaki Anno, Takami Akai and Hiroyuki Yamaga

participate in the productionof thefirst two

episodes of Macross

® Begin preparations for hosting our secondsci-fi

convention

® Open the General Products store

e Form the DAICON 4 planning committee;

rent an office

® Help out with Ideon Festival

® Begin work on DAICON FILM productions(Aikoku

Sentai Dainippon, Kaettekita Ultraman and Kaiketsu

Notenki) Start writing “Tame ni naru General Products

Koza” column for Animec magazine (Rapport)

Hiroyuki Yamagaparticipates in Macross production

in Tokyo



JULY

AUGUST

1983 JANUARY

MARCH

APRIL

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

FALL

1984 JANUARY

APRIL

JUNE

JULY

DECEMBER

  
  

  

®@ Ultraman production halted

® Kaiketsu Notenki and Aikoku Sentai Dainippon are

completed and shownat the 21st annual Japan Sci-Fi

Convention (Tokon 8)

@ Hideaki Anno movesto Tokyo

@ DAICON FILM completes production on Kaettekita

Ultraman

® Takeshi Sawamurajoins Japan Television Workshop

@ Planning for DAICON 4 begins in earnest

© Begin production on opening animation for DAICON 4

® Yoshiyuki Sadamoto and Mahiro Maeda help with

opening animation

® Hold 22nd annualJapan Sci-Fi Convention (DAICON4)at

the Osaka Koseinenkin Hall

® General Products store changeslocation

® Begin project planning for what will become Oritsu

Uchugun

® Nationwide screenings of DAICON FILM productions held

® Takeshi Sawamura quits Japan Television Workshop

and starts working for General Products

® Hideaki Anno helps on production of Nausicaa and the

Macross theatrical release

® Kaiketsu Notenki 2—MinatomachiJunjo-hen complete

® Open SID coffee bar inside the General Products store

® DAICON FILM production Hayauchi Ken no Daiboken

complete

® Begin filming Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu

© Host WonderFestival pre-event at the Osaka store

® General Productscuts loose from Okada Embroidering

and incorporates; GAINAX,Inc. is founded

®A portion of the General Products staff breaks off

A: / obabain Tokyo and

sit ‘Uchugun pilot

Orochi studio

at the Tokyo



1986

1987

1988

MAY

AUGUST

DECEMBER

JANUARY

AUGUST

MARCH

JUNE

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

AUGUST

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

® The new studio is formally established at

Takadanobaba

e Begin designing Oritsu Uchugun

® Second WonderFestival is held; afterward,it’s

decided to hold a WonderFestival every summer

@ Shinji Higuchi and Showji Murahama join GAINAX

@ Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu is completed and

released

® The studio is moved to Kichijoji-Higashi in Tokyo,

where production begins on Oritsu Uchugun

® Appointed chairman of the Japan Sci-Fi Fan Group

Association Committee

® Oritsu Uchugun shows in Toho Foreign Film Branch

theaters

® Takeshi Sawamura leaves General Products

®@ GAINAX studio location is moved to Kichijoji-Minami

@ General Products moves company headquarters to

Tokyo and merges with GAINAX

@Junichi Osako is made president of the Osaka store

e Establish candidacy for the following year’s

convention

® Produce Marionette, a promotional video for the

musician BO®WY

® Produce Hyper Robot Compo, a commercialfilm for

Victor Television

® Hiroki Sato joins General Products

@ The corporate office is moved back to Kichijoji-

Higashi

® The General Products Tokyo store opensfor

business

® Planning begins on Top o Nerae!

® The 27th annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention (MiG-Con)

is held at the Minakami Hot Springs in Gunma,Japan

® Thefirst volume of Top o Nerae! goes onsale

® Produce Dragon Quest Fantasia Video, an original

live-action special effectsfilm for video



 

1989

1990

1991

1992 |

JANUARY

MARCH

JULY

AUGUST

OCTOBER

JANUARY

APRIL
MAY

AUGUST
NOVEMBER

MARCH

MAY

JULY

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

DECEMBER

® Produce Tomoyasu Hotei Guitarhythm animation

® Produce Fence ofDefence Data No. 6 promotional video

® Top o Nerae! complete

© PC game Denno Gakuen Scenario 1 goes onsale

® Hiroaki Inoue leaves GAINAX

® Komatsu Sakyo Anime Gekijo begins airing on Mainichi

Broadcast

¢ The premiere issue of Cyber Comics comes out

@ Takeshi Sawamurareturns as the new president of

GAINAX

® Fushigi no Umi no Nadia beginsairing on NHK

@ Hold PC game convention

@PC gameSilent Mobius goes on sale

® Marry Hiroe Suga

© Fushigi no Umino Nadia finishesairing

@ PC game Princess Maker goes onsale

® Original video release of 1982’s Otaku no Video goes on

sale

® Anime-Conis held in San José, California

® General Products hosts its last Wonder Festival; rights

to the convention are transferred to Kaiyodo

® General Products closes up shop

® PC gameFushigi no Umi no Nadia goes on sale

® Planning begins on Aoki Uru

® Toshio Okada leaves GAINAX

® Hiroyuki Yamaga is appointed president of GAINAX

® GAINAX-NETonline service opens up

 



 

    
ri (GAINAX Festival) at the

Minakami Ho prings in Gunma,Japan

JULY ® Move corporate office from Kichijoji-Higashi to a

location close to Mitaka Station, Tokyo

SEPTEMBER ® Takami Akai breaks from GAINAX andestablishes

the independent AKAI game development house

(later to become Nine Lives) |

DECEMBER @ CD-ROMart collection Sadamoto Yoshiyuki goes on sale

®@ Yoshiyuki Sadamoto’s Shinseiki Evangelion (“Neon

Genesis Evangelion”) manga begins running in

KadokawaShoten’s Shonen Ace comics magazine

1995 JULY ® GAINAX Forum openson Niftyserve online service

®The second GAINA Matsuri is held at Itako in Ibaraki,

Japan Internet homepage goes up

OCTOBER ® Shinseiki Evangelion beginsairing on TV Tokyo

1997 MARCH ® Shinseiki Evangelion Gekijoban—Shito Shinsei film

opens

JULY ® Shinseiki Evangelion Gekijoban—The End of

Evangelion film opens

® PC gameShinseiki Evangelion—Kotetsu no Girlfriend

goes on sale

1998 JANUARY ® Hideaki Anno-directed film Love & Pop opens

MAY e Undergo an audit from the Regional Taxation Bureau

JULY e First daughter—Yukino—is born

OCTOBER ® Kareshi Kanojo no jijo (“His and Her Circumstances”)

begins airing on TV Tokyo

1999

=

AUGUST ® Ai no Awa Awa Hour beginsairing on DirecTV

2000 APRIL ® First volume of original anime FLCL goes on sale

DECEMBER ® Hideaki Anno-directed Shikijitsu begins showing at

the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography

2001

=

AUGUST ® 40th annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention (SF2001) is held

at the Makuhari Messein Chiba, Japan 
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The end of my youth
WhenI wasa kid, I don’t think I was quite the geek | am now.

As far back as I can remember,television was always a part of

homelife. The same goes for comic magazineslike Shonen

Magazine and Shonen Sunday, which madetheir debut in this

world long before | did. Since much of the anime and manga of

my formative years leaned towardsci-fi themes and settings, that

genre became (and remains) my favorite. | was drawn in by the

strange and powerfullure of futuristic stories—the future

seemed so sublime, andfilled me with longing. For a kid in those

days, this kind of thinking was par the course. But there were

plenty of fun things to do besides watching TV and reading

comics, and | certainly didn’t spend myentire childhood wrapped

up in anime and manga.

In fact, there wasreally only one difference between otherkids

of that era and myself—I liked reading novels. I’ve already

forgotten what sparked that interest, but it was in the fourth

grade or so when | becamean avid reader. While other kids were

running around the schoolyard, I was running back and forth to

the library. (I don’t think it was a time when you bought the

books you liked—if you wanted to read one, you just went to the

library.) | was hookedonsci-fi and mystery. Of course, the stories

I read were adapted for gradeschoolers, and | simply devoured

them. To namea few,there weretitles like Lupin and Sherlock

Holmes, and authors like Arthur C. Clarke *' and Robert A.

Heinlein *—sci-fi novelists from the mid-’60s, whose works were

considered required reading. That’s not to say | didn’t read other

works. | explored almost every aisle of the library...with the



result that I becamea library assistant by the time I wasin the
fifth grade, simply because | could stay there for hours on end.
All | ever wanted wasjusta little more time to read. Looking
back onit now, myonly regretis that I never sought out anyone
to share in mylittle world.

Myfirst encounter with adult sci-fi books, the kind published
by Sogensha or Hayakawa Shobo,* wasduring the sixth grade.
Myinitial attemptto finish a full-length novel was by reading
Gray Lensman,but to tell you the truth, | failed miserably. | only

madeit halfway through before | got completely lost and tossed
it out. My reasoning was quite simple: How can you beinterested

in a book you can’t even understand? And whycontinue to read a
book if you derive absolutely no enjoymentfrom it? As for the

bookitself, sci-fi fans are likely to know that Lensman * is an

entire series of novels. Whena kid in the sixth grade picks up a

bookin the middleofthe series,it’s no wonderhecan’t get

throughit.

But little thing like that wasn’t enough to stop me from

reading books. My next encounter was with Van Vogt’s The Voyage

ofthe Space Beagle.* The main characteris a general scientist who

is described as both calm and calculating, a leader of men whose
path stays true to his goal. | thought he wasjust the coolest, and

the book wasso captivating that it shaped my idea of what a
scientist is and should be.” It’s also what spurred myever-

deepeninginterestin sci-fi. To this day,| still pull The Voyage ofthe
Space Beagle off my shelf at least once every twoorthreeyears.It
never gets old, no matter how manytimesI readit.

Thinking back, I seem to recall that every time I tried tackling
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fiction, I’d tire of it almost immediately. | just didn’t read that

particular type ofliterature. No, the only stories that really got

me excited weresci-fi, mysteries and adventures. I did read

plenty of school books, though,and

I

still wonder why so many of

those children’s stories were so dreary, almost depressing. Maybe

it was the shadow of violence that darkened ourtime.It was,

after all, the middle of the Vietnam War. Perhapsfor us Japanese,

the specter ofbattle still lingered in our memories, vivid and real.

At the very least, it wasn’t somefar-off dramalike you see on TV

today. Cometo think of it, | was born in 1957, a mere 12 years

after the end of the warin the Pacific.

Around the timeI wasin sixth grade, Apollo 11 * landed on the

moon. What’s more, it was broadcastlive. | was blown away.All |

could think was, Right now, right this second, humansare standing on

the moon! | was glued to the television, and praises for science

flooded my mind. But whatreally sealed myfaith in that most

essential field of study was the Osaka World Exposition in 1970."

I think people of my generation will understand whenI say that

the Osaka World Expo was a symbolof ourfuture, a glimpse of

what science would bring about. As anticipated, the U.S. building

had moonrocks on display, and of course I went to see them.|

stood in line for two hours to look at some rocks. But they weren't

just any old rocks—they had been brought back from the moon.

They carried the promise of a bright and powerfulfuture; they

seemed to glow with the confidence of that tomorrow.

After these early experiences, | began to nurture a new belief

somewhere deepinside me,a belief that the future wassci-fi,

andsci-fi was science. |



Again, | don’t think there was anything especially unusual
aboutthis feeling. Many children of that time—especially boys—
probably felt exactly the same way.

Myfateful university acceptance

career, and oncethere, I chose to study nuclear engineering. The
reason was simple: The world was changing, and the future
would revolve aroundelectricity. Be it computers or what have
you, my vision of the world to be wasthat electricity would
powereverything. | was sure ofit. And electricity for the future
meant nuclear energy—or so my 18-year-old brain conceived.
At that point, I hadn’t done much research on the subject, but

after cracking the books | discovered that nuclear energy was
absurd. Harnessing the powerofthe atom for energy was simply
asking too much of humanity. I started to think our future would be
better served byinstituting an alternate source of electrical power.

It would be pretty hardto call Kinki University a first-rate
school. My feeling at the time was that it was, at most, second-
rate. For one thing, there were hordesof students in attendance,
making the campusa virtual wilderness of 4- and 5-story
dormitories. That’s the kind of school it was. At a time when
Nihon University—the motherof all mammoth universities in
Japan—boasted an enrollment of 70,000 orso, Kinki University
had at least 50,000 students of its own. There was even a certain
rumor, told in hushed andserious tones,thatif all the students
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were to actually attend class, the school would run out of desks.

No matter how yousliced it, it was an enormousschool, whichis

perhaps why in my freshmanyear I wasn’t able to locate the only

club that I really wanted to join—thesci-fi club.*”

During the course ofreading those sci-fi books throughout

junior high and high school, | stumbled across a publication

called SF Magazine,*" which alerted me to the existence of these

“sci-fi clubs.” WhenI say “stumbled across,” that’s no

exaggeration.I lived in the country, so it was only once in a blue

moonthat the local bookstores would even carry anything like SF

Magazine. It goes without saying that you wouldn't find it in the

schoollibrary, either. |

Anyway, I had a vague notion that once | gotinto college,|

wouldjoin thesci-fi club. Maybe it was because I'd never had any

close friends to share mylove ofsci-fi with. But I wasn’t able to

make it happen—thesci-fi club at Kinki University wasn’t an

official school club.*” Their existence wasn’t even acknowledged

by the university, and as a result they were shunned, without

even a clubroom on campus.Hardly surprising, since they weren't

even associated with the school. Their status being whatit was,|

failed to notice the posters they'd put up at the start of the

school year, and—atthe risk of stating the obvious—was

consequently unable to join.

| wanted friends to discusssci-fi with, but it wasn’t to the point

whereif | couldn’t find any I’d think, | can’t take it! I wantto die!

or anything. SoI left it at that and just stopped looking.| had

otherpleasuresin life besides reading. For example,in high

school I played bass guitar in a neighborhood band.I was also



positively addicted to skiing, and would hit the slopes the minute
the season opened. So my freshman year wasn’t exactly
miserable. | had fun outside of my obsession withall thingssci-fi.

Encounter with the sci-fi club
It was at the beginning of my sophomoreyearthat | started
seeing recruitment posters for school clubs, and more
importantly, the sci-fi club. At last! I had finally found a group of
friends to discuss sci-fi *” with.

| had assumed that I was extremely well-read, but after joining
the club, I was surprised to discover that my upperclassmen had
read a lot more than me. The amountof reading they did was
frightening. And once | began talking to them,I discovered the
incredible amountof information theyactually knew. During the
course of a single conversation they’d jump from onetopic to
another, go back to where they'd started, then take off in a
different direction altogether. It was nothing more thanidlechit-
chat, but it wasincredibly entertaining and I couldn’t get enough
of it. | was always hanging aroundthesci-fi club. Of course we
weren'tofficially recognized as a club by the school, so we didn't
even have a room. We would hopfrom café to café, but

inevitably, we'd end upat the Sunset Inn,*" a coffee shop near
the school’s entrance. Just to give you an idea of how often we
wentthere, even now,20 yearslater, the Sunset Innisstill the
default meeting place for the sci-fi club. A while back, | met up

with someofthe old crew from the Sunset Inn. When I learned
that someone’s daughter—still in grade school during ourcollege
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years—wasnowoutofcollege,it really drove home how much

time had passed. Andyes, of course | hadto tell her, “Say, didn’t

you andI take a bath together way back when?” Anyway,it

seemsthat in those days every sci-fi club or group throughout

Japan had an old familiar meeting spotlike ours. It just went with

the territory. |

Once myplacein thesci-fi club was established, collegelife

wasjust plain fun.It had to be, with friends as crazy as mine!

Take, for example, Mizuno.* He’s a cop now,buthe used to be

one of my underclassmen.This guy read his fair share ofsci-fi

novels, but what he really loved were movies, and he saw a ton of

them. For somereason, he wasobsessed with that zombieflick,

Night ofthe Living Dead, which wasplaying in theatersat the time.

It wasall he’d ever talk about, so we gave him the rather

appropriate nickname of “Zombie.”

Another of my underclassmen was Miwa.* Besidessci-fi, he

liked rakugo, or Japanese comicstorytelling. The second you gave

him a topic, he’d burst into some funny story. Miwalater spent

some time as a director for General Products.

And then there was Yasushi Okamoto.” He was an

upperclassman of mine(in fact, he was already an alumnus by

then), and we always called him “Mr. Yasushi” and stuff like that.

He wasalready famousin fan circles for emceeing and speaking

at sci-fi conventions. This may surprise you, but I’m no good at

public speaking—myface used to always turn beetred. Yasushi

wasa master, though, and it was he who taught me how to speak

in front of crowds.

Aside from them,there was Ikeda,* an older guy in the same



year as me who'drecently returned to Japan from Argentina, and

an underclassman named Toyama,* who works at GAINAX today.

Since hefirst joined the sci-fi club more than twenty years ago,

Toyama has had the nickname of “Chestnut head,” for no other

reason than weall thought his face looked just like a steamed

bun with chestnutfilling.

All of the guys in our group wereonestepshyofcertifiable.

But from what I hear, our eccentricities mirrored those of almost

every sci-fi, manga or mystery club at the time.

I think our involvementwith the club was more about

discussing and exploring sci-fi topics than actually participating in

bigger fan-type activities that drive it. No, scratch that. The main

thing wasjust hanging out with friends and having stupid

conversations. That’s really all it was.

One of the members whojoined at the same time as me was a

guy named Goto.* He was oneyear older than me,and, boy, was

he different. He was a memberofthe Seigun Society,*” a creative

group basedin Kyoto. He’d written his own novels, and was the

first sci-fi fan I'd met who actually wanted to be a professional

writer. Or rather, I should say he wasthefirst person I’d metin

my entire life who openly shared his vision with other people.It

wasquite a shock. Goto knewa lot of people, and not just from

the Seigun Society. He had connectionsto sci-fi fandom in places

outside of Osaka, and he hobnobbedwith the so-called “BNFs”

(Big Name Fans),"” who were well-knownin the sci-fi community.
Oneday, Goto came to me with the idea of forming a

communication network betweenthe various university sci-fi

clubs throughout Kansai (the region around Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto

25



and Nara). He asked meto help him set it up, and from that point

on, mylife changed drastically. I'd always had a tendency to

choosethesci-fi club over classes, but that’s when | started going

to schoolless and less. | guess you could say that one moment

wasthefirst step toward myfuture.

Confederation of Kansai Student Sci-Fi Clubs

Back then, the world wasin the middle ofa sci-fi craze. Almost

every university in Japan hadsci-fi clubs, ranging from very small

to extremely large.

| decided to help Goto, for the simple reason that | thoughtit

sounded interesting. | ran around to university sci-fi clubs far and

wide, making contact, having meetings,calling for the

establishment of a communications organization, and just helping

out where I could. The Confederation of Kansai StudentSci-Fi

Clubs*” (or “the Confederation” for short) we established would

later become the administrative body for the 4th annual Sci-Fi

Show,thefirst sci-fi event we would host.

It was as if, even then, the student movementsof the 1960s

retained a glimmerof their former impact—remnants of

resistance, like dying embers. | could feel somethingofit as |

traveled aroundin an attempt to drum upinterest in the

Confederation. In other words, they didn’t seem to appreciate

people from other schools suddenly showing up andtelling them

this and that. The impression I got wasthat their clubs were their

business—their dominion.| suppose it was to be expected, but

since I’d never been a part of any student movements,even in



passing, I wasinitially rather lost as to my next move. They

started throwing around English wordslike “organizer” and

“propaganda,” wordsI’d never even heard before. But on the

other hand, it didn’t seem that the ones spouting those phrases

had much of a clue what they weresaying, either. It wasn’t long

before I stopped interacting with those types.

Atfirst, there were four or five schools (including Kinki

University) participating in the Confederation. | was thoroughly

engrossedin it all, and working sotirelessly that | began hearing

calls for me to run the “Secretariat.”*"* And that’s how I ended up
becomingthefirst secretary-general.

I don’t have any idea what Goto’s intentions were, but at this

stage the Confederation didn’t have any aspirations of hosting

events or anythinglike that. It was really just a contact committee

for the sci-fi clubs in each participating university. We put out a

newsletter a few timesa year, and that wasthe extentofit.

To be honest, I didn’t really care what we were doingit for.It

didn’t matter. The most important thing was that it was fun. And

becauseit wasall I did, | started skipping school more and

more. But I never missed a chance to go to the cafés with

friends from the club.

A typical day for me involved waking up and heading downto

the usual café, where I would sip coffee and read somesci-fi.

Once myfriends beganto arrive, we'dgetall fired up by some

kind of ridiculous conversation. When the sun went down, we

would move on to oneof the local pubs and get even morefired

up. That’s how it went every day, and it was fun. As for school,

it's no wonderthat I had to repeat my sophomoreyear.
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In the midstofall this, | would be attending myfirst sci-fi event.I

forget exactly how this came about, but Miwa, my underclassman

and fellow club member, had beenactive asa sci-fi fan since high

school, and he regularly attended conventions.*” After asking

around,I found that a lot of people in the club and the

Confederation were regulars at those cons, too.

To all those who know aboutsci-fi conventions, | apologize

for the unnecessary explanation. But for those who don’t know,

they're fan-sponsored events held annually. There isn’t a fixed

executive committee or board. Whatever group or organization

wants to host one can raise its hands and be counted among the

candidates, and the format is different every year. For that

reason, the location for the convention can be anywherewithin

the country, and the theme and presentation—even the date—

change each time as well. At a metropolitan-style convention,in

areas like Tokyo or Osaka, the meeting hall will be separate from

the lodging. There’s no real need to reserve lodgingsfor this

kind of gathering. And then there’s the resort-style convention,

where you maynotbe able to secure an adequately sized hall, or

it may be held in a rural area where reserved lodging is an

absolute necessity. In those cases, an entire lodge is rented out

for everyone, and the conventionis held right there. Those can

be weekend events, and the late nights always turn into massive

drinking parties. You need stamina for those cons. But that’s

why many people say that these are the only truesci-fi

conventions.

The 2001 event marked the 40th annual Japan Sci-Fi

Convention. Many of the people who hosted the earlier



Conventions are now big-name authorsin their own right.
People like Sakyo Komatsu,* Yasutaka Tsutsui* and Masahiro
Noda’ are the great-grandfathers of the Convention.It has
always been hosted by amateurs, butin the sci-fi world the
distinction between fan and authoris a relatively small one,*”
and manyprofessionalwriters participate right alongside the
fans. An eventlike that would be unthinkable in other genres.

I did have a vague notion of what these events were, but I'd
never thoughtofactually participating in one, so it was
somewhatsurprising to learn that everyone else went to them.It
waswith the mindset of Well, I'll just go once and see whatit’s like
that| filled out an application to a local con*” in Kagawa.

First contact with a sci-fi event
Unlike the Japan Sci-Fi Conventions,local cons are put on by fan
groupsfrom a particular region. (“Con”is of course an
abbreviation of “convention.”) Also unlike the annual Japan Sci-Fi
Conventions, small-scale fan events are held at various locales
throughout the country at any time ofyear.

The local con I went to was a two-day eventheld in Kagawa
during Golden Week(late April to early May). It was called the
Sci-Fi Festival 78, or “Seto-Con.” My memories of the place itself
are a little hazy, but I’m pretty sure it was some kind of
municipalhotel close to Ritsurin Park. I think they rented the
whole place out. There werelots offans like us in attendance,
but the recently-debuted Baku Yumemakura* wasalso there for a
panel discussion. Even someofthe more popular BNFs showed
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up, promoting their self-published fanzines. And when I saw my

friend Goto on stage mixing it up with the big boys, I was

impressed all over again.

People not in the know might wonder what the heck kind of

sci-fi event this was, and in true Shikoku fashion there were

competitions to see who could eat their udon noodles the

fastest, while in the main hall people weresitting around in

circles having lively discussions.

Whennight came, they busted out the saké, and thingsreally

started to heat up. On oneside of the room you'd have a group

of girls whooping it up in geek-speak, while elsewhere another

group would be holding a serious discussion on somesci-fi topic.

There were even people who'd brought their used books and

whatnotto sell. All in all, it made for a pretty unusual

atmosphere... but I didn’t mind onebit. In fact, | remember

thinking, Yeah, | could get used to this.

It was at this event that | met someone who would cometo

have a tremendousinfluence on mylife. His name was Toshio

Okada,* and we would go on to host a Japan Sci-Fi Convention

together, and later cofound both General Products and GAINAX.|

first heard of him from Onishi, a friend of mine through my

Confederation connections. He was attending Osaka Electro-

Communication University, and said that someoneexactly like me

had just entered his school. Onishi had shownupto this local

con too, and that’s where he introduced me to Okada.

In those days, we didn’t have the word “otaku”yet, but my

first impression of Okada was, Here’s a geekifI’ve ever seen one.

With his girly long hair and his freakishly excited way of



speaking,all I could think was, This guy is exactly like me?
Well, | guess he was like me, in a way. Butstill, it wasn’t |

exactly thrilling to be compared to a guylike that. I didn’t talk to
him muchthatfirst time we met, so it wasn’t like we becamefast
friends or anything.

Anyway, | rememberthinking to myselfthat if a local con is
this fun, just imagine how much fun a Japan Sci-Fi Convention
would be! I had already put in my application for the 17th annual
Convention (commonly knownas the Ashino-Con)to be held that
summer, and it was with bated breath that I awaited the
Opportunity to attend.

Kansai entertainers
And now,on to Ashino-Con.*”
The Japan Sci-Fi Convention sprouted from the idea of doing

something like the World Sci-Fi Convention (aka Worldcon,
whichis held in the US)in Japan. The first one was held in
Meguro, Tokyo. Conventions tend to have an abbreviated
nickname,usually “something-Con” (this, too, was patterned
after Worldcon). The 17th Japan Sci-Fi Convention washeld at
Lake Ashino,so its nickname was “Ashino-Con.” In case you're
curious, the one held in Meguro wascalled “Meg-Con,” and the
ones we would later host were nicknamed “DAICON.” That was
because they were held in Osaka, and the character used for the
“o” in Osaka can also be pronounced dai.

Brimming with expectation after the eventin Kagawa,|
headed for Lake Ashino by way of Tokyo. It was smack dab in

3]
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the middle of summerbreak, and I had hatched an ambitious

plan for a summertrip. | would go from mynative Osaka to

Shinagawain Tokyo, where along with somefriends from the

club | would attend the Space Science Exposition,” hosted by

the Japan Shipbuilding Industry Foundation (now knownas the

Nippon Foundation). From there I would go on to Lake Ashino.

I guess I was nodifferent from any othersci-fi fan out there.

The Japan World Exposition in Osaka had me hooked, and |

couldn’t get enough space and rockets stuff. The Space Science

Exposition promised displays of a moon lander, a moon rover

and a Saturn rocket brought over from the US,so I figured

seeing all that would get us even morefired up for the Sci-Fi

Convention. That was the plan, but in retrospect, maybeit

wasn’t such a bright idea afterall.

Ashino-Con wasa three-day event, but unlike local cons,it

wasattended by a large numberofprofessional writers and

editors. They may say there’s not much difference between a fan

and a proin thesci-fi world, but in Osaka there just aren't that

many chances to rub elbows with writers. Tokyo wasdifferent

though, andI just couldn’t wait to get to the Convention, where

| could hang around people I wouldn’t normally have the chance

to interact with.

But as it turned out, it wasn’t so much fun. There wasa party

the first night, and I was able to have a conversation with a

writer. That was nice. But after that? My feeling at the time was,

Ok, this is odd. It wasn’t supposed to belike this. It was asif the

convention had provided the vessel, but it was up to us to

decide whatto putin it. I for one was unsatisfied. | don’t know



whetherit was because there wasn’t enoughsci-fi to be had, or

because the hosts weren’t paying enoughattention to us, but|

was let down nonetheless.I'd been looking forward to spending

three days thoroughly immersedin sci-fi, but there wasn’t

enough of an effort to cater the Conventiontofirst-timers. | felt

like the only fun I had was just hanging out with my usual

crowd—and we would invariably end up sticking together.

Which is why, on the afternoon of the second day, my buddies

from the club and I wentriding on the ropeway. I mean, we'd

comeall this way to attend the Sci-Fi Convention, and we ended

up just wandering throughthecity. If sightseeing had been our

reason for coming here, then I guess it was fun enough. Above

all, I think it’s important to share experiences with people—to

eat from the samepot,as it were.

Still, while we were there, we decided we shouldn’t waste the

opportunity to cosplay*™ (although in those days we didn't callit

“cosplay”—wejust called it dressing up in costume). For one of

the parties, we stole sometoilet paper from the bathroom and

mummified one of our buddies. Thefinal touch wastaking the

cardboardroll in the middle, cutting it in half, and taping the
halves over his eyes. Then we ran around saying he was a Tuscan
Raider from Star Wars. But there was onesnotty little kid who
kept tearing off chunks of ourfriend’s costume, saying, “You
guys are weird.” We gavethelittle brat a good smack on the
head forit, but then someonestanding off to the side came
rushing up and informed us we’d just whacked the child of none
other than Aritsune Toyoda.* Oh well. | guess we've passed the
statute of limitations by now...
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Fun aside, here I was, fresh from Seto-Con and the Space

Science Exposition, and I’d had a whale of a time at both events.

Ashino-Con,on the other hand,just didn’t have a thing going for

it. | feel bad for the hosts when| say this, but that’s really how

much of a letdownit was.

Maybe they'd say the problem was that my expectations were

too high, but it looked like we weren't the only onesfeeling a

little bored. After dinner one night, | got together with Okada

and some ofthe other guys from thesci-fi club. Since we didn’t

have any place to hang out, we plunked ourselves downin front

of some vending machines and began oneofourpointless

conversations. Okada and I had metfor thefirst time only a few

weeks earlier, but we started going off about things like, “What

if Uchu Senkan Yamato (“Star Blazers”)*” had been made in

China?” We were just making things up as we wentalong,

having a blast talking and acting outsci-fi movies like Godzilla

and Star Wars.

As we continued to entertain ourselves, a small crowdstarted

to gather. They listened to our silly conversation and really

started getting into it. That only encouragedus, so wetried

doing something else. They got into that as well. It was the first

time | realized how enjoyable it was to perform for an audience.

Or maybeI was just caught up in the moment. Either way, our

little performancein front of the vending machines, which had

started at around 10:00 at night, ended up going until sunrise

the next morning—abouteight hours,all told. By morning we

were almost ready to drop from exhaustion. Neither of us even

had the energy to get up and eat breakfast.



Before we knewit, there was talk of us being put on stage

prior to the closing ceremonies. Apparently, someone on the

convention staff had seen our routine, and thought it’d be even

more fun if we performed in front of a bigger crowd. They’d

already worked us into the schedule before presenting the idea

to us. As it happened, thestaffer in question turned out to be a

Mr. Komaki, who would later go onto beeditor-in-chief of

Animec magazine. Okada heard the proposal, andsaid (in our

native Kansai dialect), “Hey, they gave us 30 minutes! We could

do this!” “Forget it,” I shot back. “I’m beat.” “What’re ya talkin’

about?! We've already comethis far—how could wenotdo it?”|

was aboutto retort with “Whaddaya mean, comethis far?!” but

he wasso insistent that I had to give in.

Of course, neither of us had been onstage before. But in a

way, we had beenrehearsingall night long, and we had the

jokes and the timing downpat. I don’t mean to toot my own

horn, but again, our audience ate it up. “Sci-fi standup” they

called it, and from the looks of things, no one had done

anything quite like it before. We were dubbed the “Kansai

Entertainers,” and we would end upalighting a numberof

different stages over the next several years. | guess we made

quite an impact, becauseall of a sudden it seemedlike everyone

knew our names.

With Ashino-Con comingto a closein that fashion (among

other things), | couldn’t help feeling my future would beall

aboutsci-fi. Or maybeit’s just that I learned howgreatit felt to

be accepted by an audience.
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Holding the 4th annual Sci-Fi Show
Ourfirst stint as stage performers nowover, those of us heading

back to Osaka stood at the busstop,talking smack about the

convention while we waited.

“The end wasfun...”

“Conventions have been kinda rottenlately.”

“Wecould probably do it better ourselves.”

“Yeah, we could.”

“Why don't we hold our own convention?”

Andso forth. As for me, I was so unbelievably tired I just sat

there on the bench, my mind unplugged. You wouldn't thinkit,

but all that talk we were throwing around sparked something

inside us—something that would lead to us hosting our ownSci-Fi

Convention.

By the time wearrived in Osaka, though, even | wasall fired up

to host a Japan Sci-Fi Convention. Thefirst thing we did wastell

the guys in the Kinki University sci-fi club what we wantedto do...

but the upperclassmen were unanimously againstit. Basically, they

didn’t think we could just jump in and host such a majorevent.

They thought we should start slow, do a few smaller conventions,

and then once we'd gotten the hang of things we could move on

to the Japan Sci-Fi Convention. The thing is, we didn’t want to

a



hold small events—we wanted to do the Convention. So we didn’t

discuss it with them anymore. But because ofthat, we later found

ourselves running into a real doozie of a problem...

The next thing we did was take the topic up with the

Confederation. Weran into a few bumps along the way, but in the

end weall agreed to doit, and our Kinki University club would take

the central role. The “few bumps” I mentioned were,of course,

dissenting opinions and calls for a more conservative approach from

various membersofthe othersci-fi clubs. But this was no time to

break ranks. We metwith the dissenters and naysayers and

somehow convinced them to get on board. A guy named Musa’* from

the club at Osaka Prefecture University told me that I should write

up a plan.I'd never written anything like that before, but I gave it a

shot. I put my schooling to good use and drewupa report,like |

would have donefor an experiment.(I was a science student, after

all.) And in those days there were no word processors, so I wrote the

whole thing by hand.

When | showed Musa mygrand schemefor hosting the Japan

Sci-Fi Convention, he said he had noidea | could write something

like that. | remember not knowing exactly what that was supposed

to mean, but more than anything | felt relief that I’d now be able

to count on his help. So that’s how it went, andlittle bylittle the

Confederation as a whole decided to go along with it.

Wefounda hall and posted an announcementin Sci-Fi Magazine.

That’s when the whopperof a problem reared its ugly head. We

were contacted by an organization called the Fan Group

Association.*” Their full official title is the “Japan Sci-Fi Fan Group

Association Committee.” Founded in 1965 by Masahiro Noda and
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Takumi Shibano,* the organization is supported by the

membershipofsci-fi fan groups from all over Japan.I’d never

even heardofit (though later, | would go on to chair this

committee until 2001). Apparently there was a system in place

wherebythe Japan Sci-Fi Convention could only be hosted by

organizations pre-approved by the Fan GroupAssociation,but|

had no way of knowing that.

Our biggest problem was now with the upperclassmen, who

we'd snubbed during the planning stages. We newbieslacked the

lateral ties to fans that they had, nor were wea part oftheir

information networks. Because of this, we were soon informed by

Mr. Kadokura,* then chairman of the Association Committee, that

next year’s Japan Sci-Fi Convention wasbeing held in Nagoya. We

were stunned.

Whenwegotthefull story, it was clear that we were in the

wrong. We accompanied Mr. Kadokura to Nagoya to speak with

the host for the next year’s convention, and immediately

withdrew without any further argument. The problem was, we

already hadthehall reserved, so we wereat a loss for what to do

next. But in good time, Space Force Club*” representative Hiroaki

Inoue* had a brilliant idea. According to him, there was an event

called the Sci-Fi Show*”that had originally been sponsored by

Masahiro Noda.It had beenheld three timesalready, so sci-fi fans

were well awareofit.

“Why don’t you guys hold your convention under that name

instead?” he suggested.



Myfirst event
| first met Mr. Inoue at a regular meeting for the Osaka chapter of

the Space Force Club. I wasn’t inthe club myself, but I'd heard

that a top representative was coming from Tokyoto attend the

meeting—and since Okada was a member, | tagged along in order

to introduce myself to Inoue. After that, | wentall the way to

Tokyo to meet with Noda and obtain his permission to host the

event. Once that was taken care of, I borrowed the big “4th

Annual Sci-Fi Show”sign and set about getting preparations

underway.As it turns out, Inoue would later join me as one of the

founding members of Studio GAINAX...

There was someoneelse | met through the Space Force Club, a

fellow by the name of Takeshi Sawamura.* He had quite an

unusual background. His father had been a choreographerfor

bunraku puppet theater, meaning he grew up surrounded by show

business. He also told me he’d done some workas a child actor.

He hadall these stories, like how he’d landed role in Daiei’s

Daimajin,*” only to get so scared by the huge Daimajin statue that

he broke down sobbing and couldn’t perform...or how he’d been

a candidate for a role in Magma Taishi.*”

Ultimately, though, he didn’t want to be an actor, so he didn’t

pursueit past childhood.

Sawamura knew Okada through the Space Force Club, and

Okada had told him something about our Confederation. As soon

as Sawamura heard aboutit, he went off and formeda sci-fi club

at his own university, and then petitioned to join the

Confederation! That was the kind of guy he was,a real go-getter.

Meeting Sawamura added a lot of energy to ourlater activities. He



was the most brazen ofusall, almost larger than life. As it was

only ourfirst event, the rest of us would sort of hang back and

hesitate to interact with some ofthe professionals around the

stage, but not Sawamura. He’d walk right up to them andstart

name-dropping someofthe people he knew throughhis father,

and before you knewit he wasjust chatting away.

Afterward,I said something about how hesure knewa lot about

show business, to which hereplied, “I don’t know thefirst thing

aboutit. All I did was throw out the names of someof my dad’s

friends. That’s all it took.” Needless to say, | was very impressed.

But getting back to the Sci-Fi Show, the Confederation was

hosting it and it was to be a stage-centered event. The “Kansai

Entertainers” made an appearance,butthe rest ofit was stuff like

magic tricks, stand-up comedyandsci-fi themedballet. Basically,

anything we could think of. We packed that eventas full as we

could. Still grumbling about how boring Ashino-Con had been,

we were determined to makethis oneas fun as possible for the

attendees.

For the openingfilm,*”' we used the rocketliftoff scene from

the Apollo 11 documentary film Moonwalk One. Sci-fi writer Sakyo

Komatsu wasat the event, and | heard he was so surprised by our

openingfilm that he wondered aloud howin thehell we’d

managed to acquire it. The simple fact was, we’d borrowed the

footage from the Japan Shipbuilding Industry Foundation. They'd

hosted the Space Science Exposition we attended on our wayto

Ashino-Con, and welearned that the Foundation owned a number

of space-related items (especially those dealing with NASA) they

would lend out at no charge. We'd simply borrowedit like you



would something from library. It was interesting that our

experience at the Space Science Exposition would eventually

affect our Sci-Fi Show, though...

The Seigun Society helped with preparations for the show,

which is how I ended up meeting Hiroe Suga,* the woman who

would later become mywife. I say “woman,” but then, she was

Just a 14-year-old kid, still in the ninth grade. We met and that

wasthe end ofit. But it wasstill a real eye-opener to meet

someonelike her. My friends and I hadn’t gotten into sci-fi

fandom until college, but here she was,still in junior high but

nevertheless quite involved in fan activities. It was surprising to

meet someone so young creating her ownoriginal stories, hoping

to one day makeit as a professional writer. | know I’m probably

belaboring the obvious here, but when we met| didn’t have the

foggiest notion that we would later end up together.

As for the Sci-Fi Show, we were able to get Studio Nue to

participate—in the costume showportion, no less. We would go

on to collaborate with them on Macross (discussed later), and they

would even help out with the opening of the General Products

store. In many ways, they've been a great “big brother” studio for

us, right up to the present. I have an especially close relationship

with Haruka Takachiho*, and both my wife and I owe him a great

deal. Of course, I had no idea at the time how close we would

later become.

Whenall was said and done,I was quite pleased with howtheSci-

Fi show turned out. We gota lot of positive feedback from the

attendeesas well. But westill hadn’t hosted the Japan Sci-Fi

Convention...which is why in 1979, we set our sights on DAICON 3.
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The road to hosting the Japan Sci-Fi Convention

Doing the Sci-Fi Show gave us both the confidence and the

connections we neededfor the Japan Sci-Fi Convention. We even

managedto gain a little experience—one of our upperclassmen’s

many suggestions for such an undertaking. The show had been

the perfect dress rehearsal for the Convention.

Truth be told, though, while we were confident we could

make the Convention a success, whenit came timeto actually

host the event, we quickly learned that we didn’t know much.

First off, we didn’t have the purest of motivations for hosting

the event. We didn't like Tokyo fans, didn’t like the Fan Group

Association, and wesureashell weren't going to stand for

defeat at the hands of a bunch of Tokyoites. These die-hard fans

all seemed to brag about the advantagesofliving in Tokyo,like

how close they were to writers, publishers and other industry

types. But whatreally got our goats was how no matter what we

said, they’d turn it around andstart lecturing us. We just

couldn’t stand their “Sure I know that—I knoweverything!”

attitudes. It seemed like almost every Tokyo fan we bumpedinto

thought he was better than everyone else, and wouldn't stop

running his mouth until he’d made himself the king of the

molehill.

In retrospect, I think maybe the fans themselves—us

included—werejust childish. That probably explains why every

single “debate” amongsci-fi fans would quickly degenerate into

a shouting match,like kids fighting over a toy.

Anotherpart of it was that we felt excluded as newcomers,

even among the other Kansai fans. It wasn’t like we were  



running around biting everyone’s headsoff or anything, but from

an outside perspective we probably seemedlike troublemakers.

Wecertainly didn’t mean any harm,but looking back, | have to

say we did havea little chip on our shoulders.

But | digress.

Wedid the Sci-Fi Show with the intent of eclipsing the

Convention. Even then, there was the widespread idea thatsci-fi

was big enough to accommodate anything, which is why we

actively promoted anime and tokusatsu special-effects films that

weren't considered “true sci-fi**” by the old-timers. Most of the

staff was a mixture ofsci-fi and anime fans anyway, which I’m sure

had an impact on our planning. We were moving further and

further away from the approach of our upperclassmen...but on

the other hand, it brought favorable attention from the pros. I

guess they noticed the amount of energy wecarried with us, even

if our ideas wereall over the place.

Sakyo Komatsu had apparently taken a liking to us, and

decided to throw us some work. He called and asked if we'd

help out backstage with the Osaka Philharmonic Festival,*” a

public symphonyconcert held at the Osaka Festival Hall. We

werebasically acting as gofers, running around backstage. We

weren't even close to playing any kind of administrative role, but

westill got to see whatit felt like to be backstage at a major

event, and | think the experience was well worth it. We even got

to see conductor Takashi Asahina in person. But the most

powerful realization of all was that someonelike Sakyo Komatsu

had finally noticed us.
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Formal candidacy
Having resolved to host DAICON 3,*” we quickly announced our

candidacy*”at the next convention. It goes without saying that

this time we followedall the official procedures and curried all

the right favors. DAICON 3 would be held in 1981, so we planned

accordingly.

The staff for the Sci-Fi Show had been composed mainly of

Confederation members, but as with any convention, the

inevitable always happens. Either the volunteers enjoy themselves

and decideto stick around, or they want nothing more to do

with conventions and leave for good.It’s been the samein all my

20 years of experience, an endless cycle of grouping and

regrouping.

As we Sci-Fi Show holdovers and other Confederation members

were making the rounds of university clubs in search of

volunteers, we ran into a few crotchety guys who told us to

knockoff all the “propaganda.” We wereonly askingif they

wanted to do an event with us! At the time, | didn’t even know

what “propaganda” meant, but | do rememberthinking that

those guys wereidiots, not to mention rude.

Other people wouldsay thingslike, “It’s not that I don’t want

to do an event. I wouldn’t mind helping out. It’s just, I’d rather

do this sci-fi fan thing the right way, and not rush into things.”

Our way of doing things must have seemeda little extreme from

their standpoint. |

I seem to recall quite a few people leaving the groupafter the

Sci-Fi Show wasover.After all, we’d assembled that staff from the

Same crowd weweretalking to here. But on the other hand,

 



some of the guys who helped out have remained with us for 20

years now.As theysay, to each his own. The most important

thing was alwaysthe success of the event. It didn’t really matter

whose feelings got hurt along the way—resolvingfriction within

the group just wasn’t one ofourpriorities.

Between Okada’s bizarre statements and Sawamura’s

overbearing pushiness, we had ourshare of discord and internal

strife. And of course you had peoplecalling out thingslike,

“What's more important—school, with your so-called tests and

reports, or doing the Convention?!” We were that gung-ho.

At first, we mainly wanted to use Confederation membersto

staff DAICON 3, but one thing or another conspired againstus,

and eventually we had to branch out and find volunteers from

variousclubs in the area. By the time we werefinished, the

DAICON 3 executive committee felt more like a band of

mercenaries.

The year before DAICON3, weall traveled to the U.S. to check

out Worldcon*” in Boston. We wanted to see with our own eyes

the event that had startedit all, and bring back as muchofthat

atmosphere as we could. Wealso seized the opportunity to visit

Disneyland®” (Tokyo Disneyland hadn’t even openedyet.) We

thought going to a theme park would give usideas for planning

our own entertainment segment for DAICON 3. We wanted our

convention to be enjoyable for everyone.

Incidentally, all this fun meant I would end up repeating my

sophomoreyear for the second time, but I couldn’t have caredless.
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The DAICON 3 decision
At Tokon 7** the following year, we announced our candidacy

for sponsorship of the following Convention, and were formally

recognized. We werefilled in on a numberof things by Mr.

Kadokura of the Fan Group Association, whom we had met

during all the hubbub of the previous year. Inoue of the Space

Force Club also gave us a numberoftips. With their help, we

spent some time wheeling and dealing and generating a buzz

for DAICON3.

We even made some promotionalitems. Atfirst, we threw

around the idea of emblem patches and whatnot, but after due

consideration of our budget, we opted for something that would

give us more bang for our buck. We distributed packs of

cigarettes (Mild Seven, a popular Japanese brand) with a picture

of a Powered Suit on the package.

Theillustration was done by Kitayama’, a guy from the Kinki

University sci-fi club who dreamed of becoming a mangaartist. He

drew an amazing image of a Powered Suit with a big cigarette for a

bazooka and lighter for his finger. We also sold these cigarette

packs at DAICON3 asofficial goods for the event.

This time around weplayed bytherules, and weglided into

sponsorship of the Japan Sci-Fi Convention without a hitch. Even

the nickname for that year was a no-brainer—it was the third

Convention to be held in Osaka, so the obvious choice was

“DAICON 3” (again, because the “o” in “Osaka” can also be

pronounceddai).

Once our sponsorship of the Convention had beenfinalized,

our next step was to make Sakyo Komatsu honorary chairman to

 



the executive committee. We thought that since it was being

held in Osaka, whobetter to ask than one of the biggest local

literary figures around? But he turned us downcold.

“Nah, I ain’t gonnadoit. But tell you what,I'll introduce you

to Musashi Kanbe.* Get him to doit.” Those were Komatsu’s

exact words.

Weasked Kanbe,and he accepted...but I still nurtured the

dream of having Sakyo Komatsu as our honorary chairman.It

would end up being another 20 years before he graciously

accepted for the 40th Japan Sci-Fi Convention, which was hosted

at the Makuhari Messe.

Actually, after DAICON 3 was over, someone brought up the

idea of us doing another convention. We jokingly responded,

“Yeah, sure. How aboutin, say, another 20 years?” Well, the 40th

Convention wasn't in Osaka, as DAICON 3 had been,but imagine

my surprise whenI later found out we would indeed behosting

the event again in 2001!

Meeting Anno, Yamaga and Akai
Having securedthe position to host the Japan Sci-Fi

Convention, we began preparations for the event—and were

faced with the decision of the openingfilm.

For the Sci-Fi Show we’d screened borrowedfootage, but for

DAICON 3 we wanted(if at all possible) to make our own

original film. At that point, Okada spoke up.

“I met this guy named Nagayama’at the Ultra Q*” screening,
and he says he knows someone who can make anime.”
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Nagayamaturned out to be a man of manytalents. He would

later go on to work for General Products writing technical

manuals for our do-it-yourself garage kits, and he even played a

major supporting role in Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu (“Orochi:

The Eight-Headed Dragon”), a live-action DAICON film. Tragically,

he died in a car accident the year of the Kobe Earthquake (1995),

but if he were alive today I’m sure we'dstill be great pals.

Nagayama introduced me and Sawamura(I’m pretty sure he

came along, too) to Anno* and Yamaga’ at a place called

Solaris,*” a sci-fi themed café in Kyoto. They had both just

enrolled in the Osaka University of Arts.*"'

I had very little interest in anime back then, so I wasn’t

expecting anything spectacular. When I was introduced to Anno,

| said somethinglike, “They say you can make anime. What kind

of stuff can you do?” At this, he whipped out a pad of

accounting paper and started drawing. After a bit, he held the

pad up andflipped the pages rapidly. A Powered Suit*” ran

across the paper.

I was stunned. I rememberthinking, This guy’s incredible! It’s

hard enough drawing a single Powered Suit with all the lines and

complex shapes, but here he was animating one right in front of

us. I’d seen a flipbook comic before, but this was thefirst time I'd

watched someoneactually make one. And for something he had

just drawn up onthe spot,it wasreally, really good.

That settled it—we were doing an animefor the opening film.

And while Sawamuraand I were gettingall fired up and excited,

Yamaga, whowassitting next to us, leaned back too far in his

chair and crashed to the floor. The table was in chaos.

 



“What happened?!”wecried, scrambling to help him back up.

“Are you alright?”

His response: “I had the hiccups, so I was holding my breath to

get rid of them. | guess I forgot to breathe again.”

A man who can make Powered Suits move, and another who

collapses because he forgot to breathe. What a pair! It was a

meeting I'll never forget.

I actually have another funny story about Yamaga. When he

wasin junior high, he took an I.Q. test. After he had finished, the

teacher angrily called him aside.

“Nowlisten here,” said the teacher. “I’ve had enough of your

fooling around! There’s no way you could have madeit this far

with a scorelike this!” Apparently, the test results showed

Yamaga’s I.Q. to be 40. Someone with a score of 100 is

considered to have normalintelligence, so a 40 is ungodly low.

Almost no one in the general population would ever get a score

like that. But Yamaga hadn’t been fooling around—he’d gotten

that score because he’d thought so hard about every single

answerthat he ran out of time. According to the story, they even

called his parents, worrying them to no end in the process. Once

we heard aboutthis, weall started calling him “40.”

[ met Akai* sometime later. Yamaga brought him in to help

with the anime, but apparently, Akai had beenless than thrilled

at the prospect of working with a bunch of weirdos.| later

found out that he had only agreed to come because we might

actually pay him for his work, and that was a heckofa lot better

than sitting around studying. Yamaga and Anno seemedto bein

complete agreementwith him on that. Since their freshman year,
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they had been taking on jobs making video footage for various

projects. Of course, these were non-paying jobs—all they got

were their production expenses.

Whereas| had lost any future “vision” | had the moment|

joined thesci-fi club (and instead ended up going whereverthe

wind might carry me), Anno, Yamaga,and Akai had a clear idea of

what they wanted to do.

They knew they hadtalent, and that they were going to take

the world by storm. Overthe 20-plus years that we’ve been

friends, they’ve done nothing but prove that talent to me over

and over again.

The opening animation
Annosaid he could make anime, but he had never attempted cel

anime* before. That wasn’t a major problem, because wehadall

kinds of people on ourstaff willing to offer up random

information. Apparently, there was a shop called Animepolis

Pero*” that sold anime cels for insane amounts. Each second of

anime footage burns throughseveral cels, so if you have to buy

each one individually—andat a high retail markup—your budget

is blown before you can even begin. |

But we had a plan. We boughta single cel at Animepolis Pero

and tookit to the vinyl yards in East Osaka*”.

“’Scuse me, you have anything like this?” we asked the guy

workingthere.

“Sure do!” he replied, bringing out a roll of sheet vinyl. He said

he’d sell it to us for ¥2000 a roll (about US$9 in 1981 dollars).
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Now we’re talkin’! we thought. We boughtone, took it home,and

cut it up. Then wetried painting onit...and it was nothinglike a

cel. You could get the color on there alright, but as soonasit

dried it would peel off. And if you stacked the cut pieces while

the paint wasstill wet, they'd stick together.

But then again, it wasn’t like we had any other options. So we

kept right on working with the vinyl sheets. It was bad enough

that this was ourfirst-ever cel anime, but using the wrong

materials for the job only doubled the headaches.

Our production site was an empty room in the factory/house

where Okada’s family lived and ran their business, Okada

Embroidering*”. For animation paper we used B5 (176 x 250 mm)

sized accounting paper, we made our owntap*” by hand,and

punchedthe holesfor the tap into the cut vinyl sheets with a

two-hole punch—thekind that office workers use.

Anno, Akai, and Yamaga were working full-time on the opening

animation. There were always others around as well, though, and

things could get pretty cramped. What’s more, we didn’t divide

our production process into the appropriate stages (unlike how

we do now,as pros). Okada would discuss things with Anno,

Akai, and Yamaga, and betweenthe four of them they'd lay down

the general outline. Then Anno and Akai would get to work on

drawing the frames and Yamaga would bein chargeof direction

and art. | don’t know whatkind of “direction” was going on

exactly, but I strongly suspect it was different from what we

would call directing today. This was a homemadeanime,afterall.

If | had to say who did what, I guess Okada wasthe producer,

Yamagathe director, Akai the character animator, and Anno the
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mecha animator. The rest of it was just grabbing whoever

happened to bethere and forcing them totrace cels, slap on

paint, or do whateverthesituation called for. For the filming, we

set up a tripod on a platform,fixed the camera in place and

started shooting frame by frame. And we didn’t have a timing

sheet,** so Anno wouldjust stand off to one side going, “OK,

frame one...OK, frame two...”

By April of 1981 we’d begun production ontheline art, and by

June or so we were painting the cels. As it turned out, we were

working on that anime right up until the morning of the

convention.

Okada wasbyfar the biggest troublemaker on the set. One

day, he was having it out with the rest of the animestaff, arguing

about a scenein the climax. A signalfire is coming from a

Powered Suit, and the smoke from thefire is supposed to turn

into the Ide Gauge.*” But Okada didn’tlike it.

“The Ide Gauge is just weak!” he exclaimed.“It’s got no

impact. We should definitely have it form,like, a stylized version

of a girl’s pussy! Now that would be impact! We need to do

something that’s never been done before—otherwise, there’s no

point in doing thisatall!”

He started going off about this and just wouldn’t back down.

Therest of the staff turned to Kazumi* (this was before she

married Okada, so she wasstill Kazumi Amanoat the time) and

begged her to say something to make him stop. Even then, she

was famousfor her ability to control him.

“Well, if you really wanna do something no one’s ever done

before,” she began, “why don’t you have a shit-eating contest
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instead? You want impact? That’s impact.”

Okada didn’t say another word,and the “pussy proposal” was

thankfully laid to rest. That, however, wouldn't be the last time

Okada chimed in with someinsane suggestion. After that, every

one of his wild ideas was answered with the chant,“Shit-eating

contest... Shit-eating contest...”

Wepacked a large numberofstudentstaffers into ourlittle

anime sweatshopand set them to coloring cels, butit’s still safe

to say that the ones who actually made the anime were Anno,

Yamaga and Akai. With everyone being amateursandall, it’s no

surprise that the process wasso painfully slow.Like I said,it

literally wasn’t finished until the last possible moment.

Wefinally presented the fruits of our labor at the opening

ceremony, and it was extremely well-received. We were happy.

We had them hooked.

Osamu Tezuka* couldn’t makeit in time for the opening, but

he joined everyone for the nighttime party at the hotel. During

the celebrations, he heard somediscussion about the opening

anime and said he wantedto seeit. So they scrambled aroundfor

the footage and showeditagain,right there on the spot.

Afterward, Anno, Yamaga and Akai introduced themselves to Mr.

Tezuka, and Yamaga’s self-introduction washilarious. Sitting
nervously in front of this legendary man,he said, “My nameis

Yamaga. That’s spelled yama plus the ga in gassho (or “New Year's
greetings’). He then proceeded to draw the symbolfor yamain
the air, index fingers of both hands working in tandem.(In case
you don’t know Japanese, yama means “mountain,”andit is so
simple to write that children learn it in thefirst grade.) Yamaga



still introduces himself like that.

I wasn’t there myself, but I heard that after Akai and Yamaga

showed Mr. Tezuka thefilm, he commented, “Well, there

certainly were a lot of characters in the film. A lot of characters...

However, there were also somethat weren’t in the film.” At first

they couldn’t figure out what he wasgetting at, but thenit

suddenly hit them—they hadn’t used a single one of Tezuka’s

charactersin their film!

For DAICON 4,not only did Mr. Tezuka make a special point of

showing upin time to see the opening animation, he wasalso

kind enough to help us with the convention planning. So you

better believe we used some Tezuka characters that time!

Ourlittle opening anime for DAICON 3 generated a lot of buzz.

A magazine called Animec*” featured it in an article of theirs, and

those who'd seen it were discussing it with their friends. Pretty

soon westarted getting requests from interested people, asking

us to makeit available to the public.

This was a good thing, because hosting the convention had

plunged us into the red.*”’ We decided to form deficit relief

committee byselling videos and 8mm reels of the film. For a

group of amateurs, | have to say we were bending over backward

to cater to the fans. We included stickers with all-new

illustrations, and we threw in storyboards and bonusitems for

free. The videos sold much better than we’d expected. Not only

did they pull us out of the red, we even madea tidylittle profit.

That profit would later be invested in preparations for DAICON 4

and production costs for the DAICON film series.



DAICON 3
The basic premise behind DAICON 3 wasto create a meeting

place for sci-fi fans, writers and the like, where they could gather

and have pointless discussions about goofy things. DAICON 3

took that collection ofsilly conversations and turnedit into a

show. We'd makeit loud, and we'd makeit real. That’s the stance

we took.

All told, there were 80 people on staff. While the main

activities were going on in the large hall, there were side

attractions*”all around. And then there wasthe dealers’ room.*”

Ourpolicy from start to finish was to make sure attendees had

fun, and to make the Conventionas exciting as we could. We

blazed new trails with DAICON 3, taking directions that had

never been explored by previous cons. It became a modelofsorts

for the mainstream Japan Sci-Fi Conventionsof today.

The large hall had a maximum capacity of 1500 people. We got

sO manyapplications that by spring we had to stop accepting

new ones. There wasa lot of hype surroundingit before it even

started, due in part to the amountof press we received. News of

the Convention was posted in magazines*”—even onesother

than Sci-Fi Magazine—andthe editor-in-chief ofAnimec was

himself a big sci-fi fan. | think a lot of it had to do with the

simple fact that there were a lot of avenues out there for

promoting our con, and they were quite busy doingso.

On the day of the Convention, I was busier than a one-legged

man in an ass-kicking contest. For starters, the truck I’d rented

for hauling things stalled out, and ten or so staff members on the

scene had to drop everything and help push-start it. Most of the
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staff was running around like mad, but one guy—Kamimura* from

the Osaka University sci-fi club—just sat around watching the

costume show.Even today, 20 yearslater, that story isstill told

as an example ofwhat you're not supposed to be doing when

you're on thestaff. Kamimura swears up and downit was an

honest mistake, but no onebelieves him.

Since most membersof the staff were students, there were

very few of us who actually had driver’s licenses. Because ofthat,

I was forced to play chauffeur to the transport team the entire

time...on top of my other responsibilities as a memberofthe

executive committee. As we were packing upafter the

Convention, we soon discovered that there was way too much |

stuff to fit into a single truck, so | rushed over to a nearby car

rental agency andtold them to rent methe biggest truck they

had. The clerk pointed to a four-and-a-half ton long-bed monster.

I'd never driven anything close to that size before, but | went for

it all the same. I literally thought it was over for me when I had

to back up to the loading dock at the convention hall. | mean,

none of the guys giving me directions could even drive! As it turns

out, | would later go on to drive almost every kind of vehicle

possible, everything from super-compact utility vans to four-and-

a-half ton truckslike this one.

Another perk of DAICON 3 wasthe dealers’ room. We'd seen

people making andselling original items when we wentto

Worldconfor research, and we brought that idea back with us.

Whenwe'd gone to Worldcon, none of us could speak any

English, but we still had fun wandering through the dealers’

room.All you needed to know wasthat people wereselling



everything imaginable—some people were fashioning fantasy-

style swords out of metal and selling them right there! There

were commercial dealers too, which wasvery interesting,

because at that time in Japan, a commercial boothata sci-fi

convention wasa rare sight to see.

But even the dealers’ room can getpretty boring if the only

action is vendorsselling merchandise. So we asked a Star Trek*”

fan club to set up a space where people could play a Star Trek

simulation game on PCs(incidentally, a PC was called a “My

Com”*” back then, which was short for “my computer”). We built

a cockpit-like enclosure out of plywood and cardboard and set up

eight NEC PC-8001s inside. Some staff members dressed upin

Star Trek garb to explain the gameto interested passers-by. In

those days, hardly anyone had ever seen eight whole PCs in one

place, so that attraction drew quite a crowd.

The executive committee producedall kinds of itemsto sell as

official goods at the Convention. Between the tiny mascotfigures

(all hand-made, of course) andlittle Nahaha*”’ heads (Hideo

Azuma’s* manga character), the female members ofthe staff were

like indentured laborers in some attic sweatshop, working

feverishly to try and meet their quotas. We also had some

Powered Suits made out of polyresin. We weren’t calling them

“garage kits” yet, but that’s pretty much what they were. We

must've had a dozenorsovarieties in all, and every single one

wassold out within minutes. That made quite an impact on
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Okada. He saw what a huge demand therewasforlittle trinkets.

Apparently, seeingit first-hand was what gave him the idea to

start up the General Products store later on.

DAICON 3 was a huge success. Now I knewforcertain that

we'd gonein the right direction withit. I think the rest of the

staff was equally pleased with the outcome—DAICON3 wasthe

perfect example of how things should be run. We’dlosta lot of

people after the Sci-Fi Show, people who were fed up with the

hassle of working on an event. But a lot of these staff members

stayed on to work DAICON4 aswell, which shows how great the

experience was for everyone.| had a fantastic time myself, and so

did the attendees. DAICON3 really exceededall of our

expectations.

After the party
Missteps aside, we’d managed to make DAICON3 a gratifying

experience. We had hosted the Japan Sci-Fi Convention and

DAICON,and both had beensuccesses. ButI wasliterally burned

out—that’s why I returned to school, still a sophomoreaftersix

years.

Since entering Kinki University, the only time I'd actually gone

to class was in my freshmanyear. | joined the sci-fi club at the

beginning of my sophomoreyear, and gradually went from

skipping classes to not going atall. The reason:I’d finally made

friends | could really talk to, the kind of friends I'd always

dreamed of having. My days werefilled with too much fun to be

ruined by school.



Because | hadn’t been attending classes, my “return” to school

wasn’t much of a return at all—and it was a foregone conclusion

I’d have to repeat my sophomoreyear again. On the one hand,

there were professorstelling me I'd be better off actually quitting

the university and reapplying, because at this rate I’d never be

able to graduate. On the other hand were myparents, who kept

nagging me to buckle downandget serious about education. But

I didn’t want to think aboutit. For the moment,I just returned to

my pre-conventionlifestyle of hanging out in cafés, drinking

coffee and reading novels. | basked in the absence of a

convention to plan; the truth of the matter was, the Sci-Fi Show

and the Convention had worn me downtoindifference.

| thought of quitting school for good and getting a job. | even

went on a few interviews. I thought since I’d been so successful

organizing different events that maybe | should make a career of

it. | interviewed at two orthree places for that kind of position,

but it didn’t work out. |

Even though | was unable to find a job, | dropped out of school

in the fall anyway. I had nointention of reapplying. I just spent

my days loafing about, not doing much of anything. I had been

ablaze with enthusiasm, but for too long. Nowall that wasleft of

me werecinders.

There have been several times in mylife that I’ve lost every

ounce of energy and completely deflated, and this wasthefirst.

The reasons were different each time, but the result was always

the same—utterlethargy. I didn’t feel like doing a single thing.

There wasa three-bedroom apartmentin a place called Juso*”

in Osaka that we converted into our base of operations during
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the latter stages of DAICON 3 preparations. It was the same area

where the movie Black Rain waslaterfilmed. One ofthe staff

members, Masaharu Ueda‘, wasliving there on his own.

Ueda was a memberofthesci-fi club at Osaka University. As a

high school student, he’d participated in Ashino-Con.It turns out

that whenhefirst saw us he made a solemn vow neverto get

involved with our kind, but soon after that he ended up

participating in the Sci-Fi Show. By DAICON3, he was on board

as a full-fledged memberofthe staff. It wasn’t long after meeting

him that I movedinto his place, and for several years it was our

den of operations. We brought DAICON tolife in that

apartment, which meantI wasthere pretty muchall the time.

I continued to stay in Ueda’s apartment evenafter the

- Convention wasover. In other words,I was freeloading. I had

droppedout of school, wasliving rent-free in myfriend’s

apartment, and spent my days going to cafés in Umeda to read

novels and shoot the breeze with mypals. That’s the kind oflife |

wasliving. No energy, no drive, no plans for the future.

I'd taken to drinking almost every day, either at home orin a

pub somewhere.It was about that time that people began to

notice a foreign man with steel clogs roaming the streets ofJuso.

It was Steven Seagal, before he became a Hollywoodstar. I once

saw a man of that description myself, and I’m pretty sure now

that it was him. Coincidentally, Anno would go on to cast Seagal’s

daughter Ayako Fujitani in one of his ownfilms. But I digress...



Opening the General Products store
I wasstill content to loaf around all day, but Okada, spurred on

by the success of the dealers’ room at DAICON3,wasplanning to

open sci-fi specialty shop.*” I wasn’t particularly interested in

commerceat the time,so | gaveit little thought. That’s when he

approached me.

“If you're just going to sit around doing nothing, why not help

me open upthe store?” he asked. Honestly, I didn’t want to doit,

but it wasn’t as if | had any other prospects(not that I wasreally

looking). Plus, this was a friend asking for my help, so whatelse

could I do? I reluctantly agreed to come on board. The store would

be opening in February ofthe following year, so I promised I’d

help out through April.

General Products was Japan’s first sci-fi specialty store. The name

wastaken from Ringworld,*” the novel by Americansci-fi author

Larry Niven,* and referenced a trading company managedbya race

of aliens known as Puppeteers. We received permission from Niven

himself to use the term for our shop.

| had no business experience whatsoever, and I certainly never

imaginedI'd be fit to workretail. Little did I know that we would

later incorporate General Products and that yours truly would

become the companypresident!

Once | actually started working for General Products, I soon found

that it was a lot more thana retail business. We did product

planning andlicensing*’ negotiations with companieslike Toho”
and Tsuburaya;*” we commissionedillustrations from professional

artists like Hideo Azuma and Kazutaka Miyatake;* we even produced

our own merchandise. It was rewarding work, and I had fun doingit.
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To give an example, when we went to the Tohooffices to ask

for the rights to make a Godzilla modelkit, they initially turned

us down. Around the same time we wentto see Tsuburaya

about someotherlicensing matter and they agreed. The next

time we met with Toho, their representative was stunned to

hear that Tsuburaya had given us the OKto usetheir

trademarked characters. Eventually, negotiations were

reopened and wesecured the rights to do Godzilla! It was really

invigorating being part of deals like that, back when “garage

kits”*” were just starting to crack the surface oftraditional

product rights business.

Wheneveryoustart up a new business, there are always

those who envy your success. Once, when we werevisiting

Kaiyodo,*” we got introduced to a model wholesaler whojust

happenedto be there. He took onelook at us and said, “Oh,

right. Those tight-fisted hucksters.” He was probably speaking

out of both ignorance and denial of the up-and-coming garage

kitindustry, but we took the insult as a call to arms. We would

prove ourselves to people like him by changing the face of the

market—someday garage kits would be sold in every modeling

store throughout Japan! Andit didn’t take long to makeit

happen,either. By the time of Evangelion, our vision was

realized in full.

| acquired both an increasing amountofstress and a growing

sense of fulfillment as our place in the industry beganto shift.

Whatstarted as a motley crew of amateurs becameoneofreal

professionals with enough money to make things happen. Having

languished in the wake of DAICON3, | began to imagine that the



next “festival” coming to rescue me from mylethargy was in fact

General Products.

The store openedas planned on Valentine’s Day 1982, one

year after DAICON 3. On opening day wewere greeted bya line

of 200 customers. Among them were two future GAINAX

employees: Hiroki Sato,* wholater joined the staff for the next

Sci-Fi Convention and currently works as a companydirector, and

Jun Tamaya,* now a gamedirector. Muchlater, Sato told methat
he remembered Okada andI passing out “I ¥ Sci-Fi” stickers to

the peoplein line. He said Okadawastelling people to take only
one sticker each, whereasI was cheerfully handing outfistfuls to

whoever would take them.Hesayshestill has his sticker from

that day. Unfortunately, | remember noneofit.

We were completely sold out soon after our doors opened for

business. We’d prepared what seemed to be an adequate

quantity of product, but the unexpectedlevel of patronage had
quickly depleted our stores. Over half of the customers entered
the store to be greeted by nothing but empty shelves. The night
after opening day, somepart-timers and I stayed in the shop and.
labored long into the night churning out huge numbersof our
own vacuum-formed garage kits. After 3:00 AM my body
completely gave out, so | laid a sheet of cardboard on thefloor
and usedit as a bed.Just as I was falling asleep, someone burst
in the store. Still groggy, | opened myeyes...and was greeted by
the boot of a policeman in my face. Our store was on the ground
floor. The second floor was an apartment. The neighbors living
above us had apparently reported us for making too much noise.
But the cops didn’t do anything. They just said something like
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“It’s already so late, even if you do quiet downit won’t make

much ofa difference,” and then left.

All the fuss notwithstanding, the grand opening of General

Products had gonepretty well. But I don’t know any ofthe

financial details. | was just a regular employee with a nominal

monthly salary of ¥80,000 (about US$360 in 1982 dollars). The

companyitself existed only as a part of Okada Embroidering.

April came rolling around, and Okada approached measking,

“So, what’re you gonna do now?You can quit, but you've got

nothing else lined up. Why don’t you stick around and help outat

the store?” | was more than happyto doso.I'd grown rather

fond of the business of planning and producing garagekits, and |

don’t think | could have quit. It was different from doing contract

work.I discovered the joy of manufacturing your owndesigns,

and seeing that succeed in the marketplace.

Someof the students from thesci-fi club that I'd met through

DAICON 3 built garage kits for us part-time. | think for them it

felt more like a continuation of the Convention than an actual

job. The ones whodid the pouring for the plastic casting*” were

mainly guys from the Osaka University club. Most of them

repeated at least a year of school. On average, they graduated

within five or six years, but there were some who dropped out,

never to be heard from again.

Late at night, it’s easy to mistake a botchedpiece of resin for a

rice cracker, and a few of us got burned onthat one.Plus, we

were alwaysspilling the epoxyliquids on the floor and making

sticky messes of our shoes when we walkedoverit. Basically,it

was a greattime.
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One of the Osaka University students was a guy named

Gyoten,* a very unusual nameindeed.Just looking at the kanji

characters, | had no idea how to pronounceit. So I asked him.

Whenhetold meit was pronounced “Gyoten,” I teased him

aboutit, saying it soundedlike some Buddhist monk’s name. But

as it turned out, he really did grow up in a Buddhist temple! After

he graduated from college he workedas a teacherfor a while,

and then became a professional monk himself. That’s what he’s

doing now.It’s really weird to look back on those times and

think about whatan interesting gang of characters we had

workingat the store.

Ideon Festival

Through anintroduction from Mr. Komaki,* the editor-in-chief of

Animec magazine, we were commissioned to promote the

theatrical version of the Densetsu Kyojin Ideon anime. Anyway, we

thought up an advertising plan at SUNRISE, and also came up

with a few promotional items for the film. Part of the plan was

for Okada and myself to appear on TV and in personas the so-

called “Devil Twins,” in order to ensure the film’s success.

It was then that we became acquainted with animedirector

Yoshiyuki Tomino* as well as and Mamoru Nagano,* whowasstill

a college student.

To this day, if someone mentions the Ideon Festival,”|

immediately get red in the face. | don’t knowifit’s because we

were youngand stupid, or because wejust got too carried away,

or what.
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The Sci-Fi Convention revisited
Amidst these events and projects,a lot of different things

started happening at once; in order to talk about themall, I’m

going to have to jump backand forth bit.

While I was helping Okada set up the General Productsstore,|

wasstill freeloading off Ueda,living rent-free in his Juso

apartment. Things were going quite well with the store, but my

personallife was going nowhere.It turns out that Sawamura and

another of myfriends, Nishigaki,* couldn’t stand to see melike

that anymore, and had gotten together to hatch a plan. They

ordered me to move out of Ueda’s place, and even wentso far as

to locate a cheap apartmentfor me.

| haven’t told you about Nishigaki yet. He was another member

of the Osaka University sci-fi club. He used to play rugby, and

stood a burly six feet tall. In truth, he was the very embodiment

of a gentle giant, and wasaffectionately referred to as “muscle-

head.” He was quite popularin the sci-fi club. Maybea little too

popular—it took him eight years to graduate! Nishigaki’s father

did business in the Momodani area of Osaka since way back

when, and everyone seemed to know him.In fact, we found out

about the shop space for General Products through oneofhis

connections.

Anyway, it would be about another month before my

apartmentwas ready, so I decided—though| forget the exact

reason why—to move out of Ueda’s place and stay with Okada

andhis parents. Only this time, it wasn’t exactly freeloading.

After all, General Products was owned by Okada’s family business,



Okada Embroidering. On top ofthat, it was only a temporary

thing for meuntil| could secure a place of my own.Living with

Okada also madeit easier for me to workat the store, mainly

because | could discuss business with him whenever the need

arose. In the middle ofall this, we somehow decided that we

would do anotherSci-Fi Convention.

I think the impetus camefrom oneof our coffee shop

discussions. All of us remaining sci-fi clubbers were chatting it up

as usual in some café in Umeda,and I recall someonepiping up,

“Hey,let’s do the Convention again!” | thought to myself, What,

again? Talk about a waste of time, but everyoneelse wasstill ecstatic

over the success of the last Convention. Their eyes sparkled with

anticipation as they began to chant, “Yeah,let’s doit!”

Why areyoutelling meall this? was myfeeling at the time... but

the fact is, they wereall looking up to me and counting on me to

make it happen, and it was kind offlattering. They kept

badgering me, andfinally | relented.

I wasstill feeling somewhat sluggish even then, so part of me

wanted to do something to wake myself up. A convention

probably wouldn’t be a bad wayget the jumpstart I needed.|

started feeling more and morepositive, until | wasfinally

psyched aboutit. If we’re going to do this, | thought, we need to

make this the best conventionin allJapan. And how, you mayask,

were we going to makethis the “best”? Simple—we would have

the craziest content, the mostactivities, and, of course, the most

people. That was ourgoal.

It was a matter of commonsense thatuniversity sci-fi club

members should be the people running things. Seeing as how
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Okada and | were busy with the store, the role of head of the

executive committeefell this time on Nishigaki, who wasstill a

studentandsci-fi club memberhimself. It wasn’t our intention

to sit behind the scenes andpull the strings, but that’s just how

things worked out. Even if Nishigaki hadn’t been chosen to head

the committee, I’m sure hestill would have played a pivotal role

as a memberofthe corestaff.

The next Convention’s location had already been decided on,

so we set oursights on the following year. We began to prepare

ourselves for candidacy to host the Convention in 1983. With

two years before the actual event, however, there wasn’t much

preparation to be done. Evenso, we had several dozen staffers

ready and standingby.

To us, making the “best” convention in all Japan meant that

we had to have 4,000 attendees. Why 4,000? Simple—the

Osaka Koseinenkin Hall, which is where we planned to hold the

event, had both a large and a medium-sizedhall. Between the

two of them, there were 4,000 seats. For that many attendees,

we figured we’d probably need more than 200 people on the

staff, in which case we'd needto start scouting andtraining

them. One wayto do that would be to hold a minor local event

prior to the main show,but the prospect of planning another

convention wasless than thrilling. That’s when someone posed

a better idea—making our own independentfilms!

Establishing DAICON FILM
In the spring of 1982 we set up the DAICON 4** executive

committee, establishing at the same time the independentfilm



production group DAICON FILM.*” Our primary goal was to

train the DAICON4 staff, but the “official” reason was to make

films for promotional screening at next year’s Japan Sci-Fi

Convention in Tokyo.

Makinga film is itself a kind of event. The idea is to create a

production process where you andthe staff grow and learn to

work as a team. We thought that something like producing a

film—a worthwhile activity in and of itself—would be the

perfect way to build a workable chain of command,andalso

keep the staff motivated for an event that wouldn’t happen for

another twoyears.

There was something else we had going for us. When wesold

copies of the DAICON 3 opening animation to cover our

mounting debts, we ended up not only coming outof the red

but also making a tidy profit to boot. We were now in a

position to turn that profit into working capital for the films.

This is backtracking a bit, but when Studio Nue*” saw the

DAICON 3 opening anime,they contacted us with an “urgent

business” matter to discuss. They wanted people to work on

the production of their new original TV anime Chojiku Yosai

Macross*”(also released in the U.S. as one ofthree story arcs

for Robotech), which wasstill in the planning stages. So when

production began for the new show,Anno and Yamaga went to

Tokyo to join the staff. It was their first professional gig, and

the experience would prove useful in producing their own

amateur work.

During the Macross production, Studio Nuecalled up asking

for more people who could handle the work—whichis how |
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ended up meeting Mahiro Maeda.* As it happened, Akai knew a

fellow, Hiroshi Yamaguchi* (who is now a famous anime

scriptwriter), and Yamaguchi introduced us to Maeda.In that

same way, I was also introduced to Yoshiyuki Sadamoto,* who

was from the same university as Maeda. Sadamoto and Maeda

werestill students when they were hired onto the Macross

production team. Later, they would both return to help us with

the DAICON 4 opening animation.I think it would be safe to say

that the core of GAINAX was formedbythis point. We'dall

cometogether through our mutual involvement in the oh-so-

literary sci-fi clubs in the area, but it felt more like being in a

sports club. Everyone had so much energy!

Nowthat the General Products store was open for business,

we used our customerbase as a pool to scout newtalent.If

someone showedinterest in what we were doing,or even if

they just seemed to have a lot of time on their hands, they were

immediately propositioned and addedto thestaff. General

Products functioned both as a hangout for DAICON 3 veterans

and as a placeto find potential recruits.

The first three films we planned were Aikoku Sentai Dainippon,

Kaettekita Ultraman and Kaiketsu Notenki. We also intended to do

a few live-action films, including a version of Thunderbirds, but

in the end it was reduced to these three. We got to work on

producing them...all at the same time!

Most of the plotlines were hammered outover drinks at the

local pub. With talent like Okada, Sawamura, Anno and Akai at

the core of these admittedly rather silly back-and-forthings, the

films turned out to be a snap to produce.It wasactually a



workable system.

Werented someoffice space in Umeda for the DAICON 4

executive committee to use. Film production was underwayin

Ueda’s Juso apartment, General Products was open for business,

and everything was moving right along. Myfirst period of

lethargy wasfinally over.

Kaiketsu Notenki”

This was a parody of hero shows, with yourstruly playing the

main role. It was originally intended as a satire of Toei’s old

tokusatsu (“special effects”) TV series Kaiketsu Zubat*” with

Hiroshi Miyauchi* as the indomitable Zubat.

Now, | had personally never seen Kaiketsu Zubat—I'd never

even heard of it. But Okada was a huge Zubatfan, and it was his

idea to do the parody. As for me playing the lead, that was

Sawamura and Akai’s idea. The reason, I’m ashamed tosay, has

to do with the main character’s name. Notenki means “carefree”

in Japanese, and apparently myfaceis so jolly-looking they just

had to use it in their parody. Heh.

Unlike the other twofilms, which were shot on 8mm,

Notenki was doneon videotape*”partly because it would

acquaint the staff with shooting and film production on a

simple, easy-to-use format.

Anotherthing about this film was that it had no director.

MaybeI shouldn’t say there was no director; that wasn’t exactly

the case. The direction would just change hands from one scene

to the next. That’s why there are about a dozen nameslisted
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under “Director” in the endingcredits.

Atfirst, | really hated the fact that I got stuck playing

Notenki...but after four productions, I have to admit that | still

have the costume. Despite the fact we were doing a simple

parody of a hero show, | mustsay that after years of playing

the character I feel decidedly more heroic. Of course, when |

tell friends about this theyall laugh at me (I guess | would

laugh, too). Oh well. It’s a little-known fact that many actors

whoplayed heroesin the past tried to keep their roles a

secret. After all, no matter how youlookat it, “masked hero”

showsarelittle more than afternoontheater for kids. Some of

the actors in the Godzilla movies kept their involvement hidden

for years before finally admitting to it in public. It’s the same

with amateurs.

I guessall I’m trying to say is that even after all these years

I've still got a soft spot in my heart for Notenki. | even appeared

in the costume showat the 2001 Japan Sci-Fi Convention along

with my three-year-old daughter Yukino, for whom I'd

commissioned a cute “little Notenki” costume. She had a

wonderful time doing it, and keeps asking me when wecan go

on stage together again. I might have created a monster...

Aikoku Sentai Dainippon’’®
Compared to Notenki, production on Dainippon wasa serious

undertaking. We put a lot of careful consideration into the

props, costumes and casting, and we madeAkai the director.

The show was about a squad of heroes, which meant we had

a lot of lead roles to fill—five in all. We gave the characters

 



silly names,like Ai Kamikaze, Ai Harakiri, Ai Geisha, Ai

Sukiyaki, and Ai Tempura. Naturally, the actors we cast were

all rank amateurs. For the role of Ai Kamikaze (the leader) we

cast Shuichi Hayashi*, a guy from the Osaka University sci-fi

club who was morethana little odd. I heard he wasoriginally

from the city of Hakata in northern Kyushu, and while he

looked completely normal, he was the most hard-core geek

you'd ever meet. He studied Germanin college just so he

could read the Heidi booksin their original language. The

character of Ai Geisha was played by a fledgling nurse who |

hear is now married to a hospital director. All told, the cast

breakdown wasthree from Osaka University, one from Kinki

University, and one from a nursing college. Sci-fi author Akira

Hori* even made a cameo.

This film was a parody of Toei’s sentai (fighting squad)

series*” of TV shows, and at the very least, our explosions were

every bit as goodastheoriginals. If you’ve seen thefilm you'll

know what | mean. Explosions were our thing. True, it was just
a parody, but that’s no reason to take the easy way out by

settling for cheap store-bought pyrotechnics. At first, we

followed up with somecontacts and founda special-effects

explosions expert, but we weren’t impressed with theresults.

They weren’t what we’d hopedfor. Because the explosions used
real gunpowder,they werea step up from ordinary firecrackers,

but not enough of a step up. We demanded moreexplosions!
This hiccup in the project was probably what kicked our

fledgling independentfilm production group into high gear for
the first time. We decided to make our own explosives.*”
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Most of the production staff were college students, and

many of them werescience majors of one sort or another. This

wasa lucky break for us. What we did was(andstill is) rather

illegal, so I’ll have to omit the details. Suffice it to say we

succeeded in manufacturing our own explosives, and because

of that, our little 8mm special-effects film turned into

something truly amazing.

Of course, explosions weren't the only draw forthe film. We

were amateurs, but we took the production very seriously. A lot

of effort was put into both the props and the costumes.

Wefilmed all over Osaka, from the then-empty lot on the

Osaka University campus, which was earmarked for a new

medical research hospital, to various parks around thecity,

including the one by Osakacastle and the one where the World

Expo of 1970 was held. We gota lot of onlookers while filming

in the Osaka castle park, and ladies selling souvenirs at nearby

booths were extremely supportive, always cheering us on. When

one of those nice ladies asked us when our “show” wouldair,

one of the staff members responded with “Sometime next

April.” What a meanie.

Wealso metup with kindergarteners onfield trips, which led

to a numberof impromptu “PR” sessions. | rememberonelittle

kid piping up that he’d never heard of us or this show, to which

a fast-talking staff member shot back “That’s becauseit’s still a

secret; this is a secret TV show starting next year, so be sure to

watch us whenweget onthe air!” He was a meanie,too.

Our film finally premiered the following year at Tokon 8,*”

the 21st annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention. On the whole,it was



well received, but one sector of the fan community denounced

the film, complaining of “antisocial” and even “right-wing” story

elements. Whatan idiotic thing to say. It was just the kind of

half-witted argumentsci-fi fans love to toss around. Seriously,

the whole point of our film was simply to make you laugh, and

crack jokes about what fools we were making of ourselves

onscreen.If you gave it half a second’s thought(if you even had

to think aboutit at all) you’d realize that Dainippon certainly

wasn't trying to foist any kind of nationalistic ideology off on

the audience—wewerejust having fun. I guess that concept

waslost on some of the more marble-headed membersof the

sci-fi community.

But maybe it was more subtle than that. Maybe some people

who didn’t like our group saw thefilm as their chance to get in

a hit. Old schoolsci-fi fans certainly didn’t mind telling us that

special-effects films and anime were not “true sci-fi,” whereas

our position wasthat they were.

As a side, the theme song for the film usedthe music from

the previous year’s Taiyo Sentai Sun Vulcan, to which we wrote

our ownsilly lyrics. Even now,there are a lot ofsci-fi geeks

whosing ourlyrics at karaoke instead of the real ones.

Kaettekita Ultraman”
Today,this film’s official title is DAICON FILM-ban Kaettekita

Ultraman,reflecting that it was our version of the Ultraman

character. Now, 20 years sinceit’s original production,it has

actually been released on DVD with Ultraman-originator
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Tsuburaya Production’s full permission. I’m still very proud of

this work.It’s a fine example of an independent, 8mm special-

effects film. But it was a long and windy road to success.

Since the project was originally Anno’s plan, we made him the

director. When | first heard the pitch, my thoughts were,This

soundslike fun and I really wantto do it...but can we? Still, we

were linked by the common goal of making next year’s Sci-Fi

Convention the best in all ofJapan, so there was no way we'd

let ourselves be done in by somethinglike this. The finished

product ended up quite good, and I’m personally proud that we

decided to tackle the project. It wasn’t easy, but it was a great

experience.

Ultraman wasthelargest in scale and by far the hardest of the

three films to produce. | think it was our karma for doing three

films simultaneously. Production on the film even ground to a

halt at one point, but in the end we pulledit off. The

production site may have been populated with paper-bagging

volunteers, but there was a sense of everyone being there

because they all wanted to create something.

Wedidn’tfinish it in time for Tokon 8, but the following year

we showedit at a special screening party to rave reviews. You

can still buy the DVD from GAINAX, and if you watchit I’m sure

you'll get a sense of the amount of energy we had backthen.

People always ask me whatthe “Kaettekita” part in the title

means, so maybe | should answer that question here. The

word means “returned” in Japanese, so the overall sense of the

title would be "Ultraman is back!" To understand what that

means, you'd have to know that Anno had already produced



two Ultraman shortfilms for class projects at the Osaka

University of Arts. In the second ofthose films Ultraman

leaves Earth to return to space, so in the third film he’s come

back. That’sall it was.

DAICON 4
Getting back to the topic at hand, the major preparations for

DAICON 4 were well underway.(It wasn’t like we focused all our

attention on making movies, you know!) Thusfar, the Japan Sci-

Fi Convention held in Kobe and hosted by Yasutaka Tsutui*”

had attracted the largest numberof attendees. It was viewed

almost reverentially among fans, which meantifwanted to

make DAICON4 thebestin all Japan, we had to outdothis one.

Our basic ideas for the Convention were the sameas with

DAICON 3. Today manga, anime and special-effects films can

generally be included in the category ofsci-fi, but back then

anything that wasn’t a novel wasn’t seen as “true”sci-fi, and

was generally looked down upon. Even now,20 yearslater,

there are still people whocling to this outdated definition of

sci-fi. What we wanted to do wasintroduce those pariahed

formats into the mainstream, and judging by the current state

ofaffairs in the sci-fi world, it looks like popular opinion has

won outin our favor. But it was a lot of work getting there. We

took plenty heat for our ideas, for reasons that would be

unthinkable from today’s perspective.
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The Osaka Philharmonic

One of our plans for the Convention wasto get the Osaka

Philharmonic to play for us. Thanks to Komatsu’s earlier

introduction we had the contacts in place, so without further ado

we headedoverto their office to negotiate. We didn’t even make

an appointment. We just showed upontheir doorstep askingif

they could put on a performance for us, so they didn’t even

believe us at first. Who would? Here we comeoutof the blue,

asking the entire Osaka Philharmonic to play for our club party.

“Do you kids have any idea how muchit costs for the entire

orchestra to do a single performance?” we were asked. No, we

didn’t. “How about the conductor? Who'll do it? And what about

the score?” We were absolutely clueless.

“We don’t know anything. We haven’t even thoughtit through,

yet. You tell us,” we said.

In the end,the Philharmonic arranged for us to meet with a

conductor...but the guy wouldn’t listen to a word wesaid. We

had all kinds of music ideas already picked out, but he wasn’t

having it. We went back and forth with him until he just gave up

and left the bargaining table.

What we’d wanted was music from Star Wars andStar Trek,

Akira Ifukube scores, themes from Ultraman, Gundam, and

Yamato...stuff like that. But with no conductor we were dead in

the water. We decided to take the matter up with one ofthe

music producers from Toho that we knew through General

Products (as you cansee,all kinds of good connections came

from the store). He was kind enoughto introduce us to another

conductor, and this time the guy immediately understood what



we wantedto do.

But westill had no musical scores. Back to Toho’s music

department. We were able to acquire somescores from them,

but the conductor had to transcribe the rest from old LPs, with

the help of local music students. After filing an application with

JASRAC(Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers, and

Publishers), our preparations werein order.

Weasked Osamu Tezuka to be the commentator for each

piece of music, and he gladly accepted. But afterward, he was

stunned to learn that almost none of the Conventionstaff had

actually seen the orchestra perform. “Why didn’t you let them

listen?” he asked me,and| replied that they had work to do.

“Their satisfaction comes from a job well done,” I said. Maybe

some people would think that’s silly, but if you ask any of the

staff present on that day, they’d give you the same answer.

Ken Hayakawa, Private Detective
Someonehadthe idea of playing on the fact we’d done

Kaiketsu Notenki (a parody of the TV show Kaiketsu Zubat) by

inviting the real McCoy to appearat the Convention. The show’s

main character, Ken Hayakawa (aka Zubat), was played by actor

Hiroshi Miyauchi, so we hunted downthelocation ofhis office

and paid him visit, traveling all the way to Akasaka, Tokyo.

The first time we met Miyauchi we were blown away. He was

exactly like his onscreen persona.I’m talking an honest-to-

goodnesshero. And weweresitting right next to him. Every

single one of us who met him becameaninstantfan.
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Wetold him about ourplans for the Convention and about our

Zubat parody. At the end, I capped it off with our request: Would

he be so kind as to appear at the Conventionin full character,

dressed up as Ken Hayakawahimself?

“Sure,” he said. “No problem.| still have the costume,in fact.”

It was amazing. He wasn’t put off in the least by our crazy

request. However, Miyauchi was shrewderthan we thought. Guess

who ended up footing the bill for that outrageous costumeofhis!

Too many sweatshops
Since the opening animation for DAICON 3 had generated such

an enthusiastic response, we simply had to do another one for

DAICON4. The attendees would expect nothing less, and the

staff was raring to go. Even Yamagaleft his work on Macross to

help us makeit.

If the DAICON 3 anime had been “handcrafted,” then DAICON

4’s was an industrial production. We rented our own dedicated

production studio in Morinomiya, right near Osaka Castle. The

studio occupied an entire floor of an old building called the Hose

Kaikan,*” which means “Sewing House”in Japanese(it was

managed by a clothing manufacturer’s union). Nishigaki, the head

of the executive committee for the Convention, secured it

through one of his connections, and we packed the mainstaff in

like sardines.

That’s not just a metaphor. The whole building would be

locked down promptly at 9:00pm,and no one could getin or out

until the next morning. Naturally, we weren’t working on the



kind of schedule where wecould just pick up and leave every

night at 9:00, so the majority of the staff would end upgetting

locked inside. Imagine it—the middle of the summer,locked

inside an old building, with the air conditioning shut off to save

power!I’m not kidding whenI say it was sweatshop conditions for

the anime staff. They had to paint cels long into the hotnights,

drowningin rivers of sweat. It was pretty much your nightmare

productionsite.

As before, production on the anime wasn’t fully completed until

the morning of the Conventionitself. We had originally planned

to play it simultaneously in both halls, but with only one

completed reel, we were forced to showit on a single screen and

stagger the screening times.

With two halls—oneseating 2500, the other 1500—wehad

plenty of stage events planned. That meant we needed stage

settings, and lots of them. We organized a carpentry team to

build the backdrops, then stuck them inside a rented warehouse

with all the materials and told them to get cracking. This

warehousedidn't have air conditioning either, but they worked at

it day after day. The locals simply assumedthat a bunch ofcollege

kids had gotten together and started up a sign-making business.

People would comebyand offer them compliments: “You kids are

young, but you sure do work hard!”It was nice.

In addition to those two “sweatshops,” there were several other

locations around town wherevarious groups were continuing with

other preparations for the Convention—so manyin fact that|

couldn't keep track of them myself. Not that it was my job to do

so or anything...
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The day
The actual day of DAICON 4 wasfilled with a bewildering number

of events all running simultaneously. Therefore, | was only able

to personally experience the few I was in chargeof.

One thing I can say for sure is that everyone who attended was

very excited about being there. Many people who cameto that

event have since gone on to becomeprofessional authors,

animators, and editors. Even now, when I meet people for the

first time, a surprising number of them break the ice by saying

they went to DAICON4, or even better, that they got my

autograph at the Notenki screening party. It was a large event—

with a turnout of 4,000—andit really made an impact.

Afterward
After DAICON4,I didn’t experience the same sinking feeling in

the pit of my stomach that had plagued me after DAICON3. I was

still so busy with my work at General Products that there wasn’t

any time to get depressed.

Another thing was that DAICON FILM, the Convention’s

executive committee, continued their film production work even

after the event. They kept making movies and showing them at

special screenings around the country. Amongtheir productions

were Kaiketsu Notenki 2*° and the puppet show Hayauchi Ken.*”

Still, it’d be hard to say that they were able to maintain the same

level of passion that they'd demonstrated in the months before

DAICON4. I guess there’s a limit to how far you can take amateur

production work. They began to lose steam once the thoughtof

DAICON 4 wasnolonger there as a motivating factor.



Sawamura had since graduated college and had gotten a job

working for Japan Television Workshop, a production company

based in Tokyo. But after DAICON 4, he quit his job and moved

back to work for General Products. He was made producer of

Akai’s first 16mm film project, Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu,*” or

Orochi the Eight-Headed Dragon(I'll just call it Orochi from here on

out). They planned on makingit their last independentfilm, and

they wanted to go out with a bang.

DAICON FILM and General Products were separate

organizations, but our business relationship wasvery close.

General Products employees like Sawamura and myself were

involved in the makingof the films, and the General Products

store was the perennial hangout for DAICON FILM employees. So

when DAICONFILM ran out of money halfway through the

filming of Orochi, General Products, which hadreally hit its stride,

stepped in and financed the remainderofthe film.

Part of the reason why DAICONFILM kept going after DAICON

4 wasbecause of a mistaken belief that the party would never

end. Even General Products had no morethan a handful of

employees, and DAICON FILM’s main staff was comprised of

college students who would eventually graduate or lose interest.

It was just a matter of time before the whole thing ground to a

halt, but no one understood that then. As staff members began

to drop like teeth from an old comb,it became more and more

painful to be a part of things. But it turned out this was just one

step along our path toward becoming filmmakers. Once we were

able to overcomethis phase, we shed our amateur skins and

becamefull-fledged professionals in the industry.
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Oneincident that springs to mind was a minor mutiny within

General Productsitself. Led by me, several General Products

employees descended on Okada. He was the one who'd started

the companyin thefirst place, and what’s more, it was formed as

a division of his family’s Okada Embroidering Corporation. Our

beef wasthat lately he hadn’t beenfulfilling his responsibilities as

head of the company. We gave him an ultimatum:Shape up,or

we'll ship out.

| have no idea what Okada’s real thoughts on the matter

were. From where | stood,it just looked like he was sick of

running thestore.

“If anyone’s going to quit, it should be me,” he said in

response to ourthreat. “If all of you were to leave, the company

would go underfor sure. I'll quit, so you guys keep going, OK?”

He looked as thoughall the wind hadleft his sails. But the next

day he just camein like nothing ever happened. The issue never

seemed to be formally resolved.

Later, during the filming of Orochi, the same problem once

again reared its ugly head. This time it wasall of the rest of the

employees against Okada and me. Same story—ifwe didn’t get

our acts together, they’d quit. Apparently, they were upset about

the fact that Okada and | did all our planning at the coffee shop

next door.

“You two do nothing but sit around chatting and drinking

coffee all day,” they complained. “We can’t take it anymore!”

I snapped. MaybeI just didn’t like taking the heat myself, but

for whateverreason,| felt betrayed. I thought we wereall on the

same team, but nowthis.



In the end, we never could cometo a resolution. Several of the

members left to form their own company—whichoddly enough,

continued to accept subcontracting work for General Products. A

few years later, our two companies would merge, and thensplit

once again.

| learned something from this experience. The simple act of

people gathering around someonetheyfeel they can trust and

trying to talk out their problem can cause emotions to come into

play and actually make the problem much, much worse. Whichis

a shame, because mostofthe time,the initial problem was

something quitetrivial.

Incidentally, one of the part-timeillustrators was a manga

artist named Sonoyan (better known as Kenichi Sonoda’).Later,

both of us would end up moving to Tokyo andliving in the same

neighborhood. I guess we just can’t get rid of each other!

At the General Products store we also sold fan comics on

consignment from none other than Masamune Shirow*, who was

still an amateur at the time.

Okada was working with Yamaga on some OVA(original video

animation) project around this time, but they didn’t tell me

much aboutit. You know the rest of this story—the project

would turn into GAINAX’s first commercialfilm, Oritsu Uchugun,*”

aka The Wings ofHonneamise. As for Anno, he’d long since moved

to Tokyo and was making quite a name for himself as a

professional animator.
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Chairman of the Japan Sci-Fi Fan Group
Association Committee
For the 24th annual Japan Sci-Fi Convention, or “Gatacon

Special,”*” | nominated myself as candidate for chairmanship of
the Japan Sci-Fi Fan Group Association committee.I already had

close ties with the Association, and received enough votes to win

the position.

We had been holding something of a grudge against the Japan

Sci-Fi Fan Group ever since they shot downourfirst Convention

plan, forcing us to hold the Sci-Fi Show instead. And when the

DAICON 3 opening animation won the Seiun Award*” but was

denied the prize on the groundsthatit hadn’t been screenedin

general theaters, that grudge turned into openhostility. We

were,in effect, robbed of the Seiun Award and had to accept an

Honorable Mentioninstead.

Among the manysci-fi fans | met at this time was a fellow

named Kakizaki.* Every time I spoke with him, he’d tell me the

samething: “If you were chairman of the Fan Group, you

wouldn't be having these problems.” As it turned out, Kakizaki

wasthe head of the executive committee for Gatacon Special,

and he did nothing but sing mypraises to the Fan Group

committee. But I have to confess that wasn’t all we had going for

us. Most of the “aye” votes came from fictitious fan clubs that we

madeup, just so they could “vote” in the election! Yep, we rigged

it, and Kakizaki knew all aboutit.

Anyway, | wontheelection, and | served as the committee

chairman for over 16 years. Butafter all those years, | get the

feeling thatall I really did was just make thingsa little easier for



Mr. Kadokura and Mr. Maki.*

I wasn’t able to get a hold of Kakizaki for a very long time, and

then in July of 2001 | received news that he had succumbedto an

illness. Tragic indeed that I would not hear from him again.

WonderFestival

Because of General Products’ success in developing and

expanding small-lot licensed model products, other garage kit

makers*” soon sprang up and followed suit. There had been

pirated product lines in existence before General Products came

along, but I believe we were thefirst small-lot production group

to seek licensing for our product lines and sell them with official

sanction.

Whennewgarage kit makers started popping up,the last thing

on our minds was accusing them of being copycats. Instead, we

proposed getting everyone together for some kind of direct-sales

event. After all, we finally had friends on our block! What we

came up with was WonderFestival.*”

We'd beencalled “tight-fisted hucksters” for making our

garage kits, but we’d started a revolution. Model shopsthat had

previously been contentto sell kits from the big-name makers

like Bandai and Tamiya were now beginning to develop and

market their own original designs. From the beginning, our goal

was to make the things we wanted ourselves, because wejust

weren't satisfied with the range of products manufactured by big-

name modelers. Predictably, those big-name modelers didn’t

show onebit of interest in garagekits.
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Wewerealso complete amateurs when it cameto

distribution, but we did know how to organize a successful

4,000-person event, so we didn’t hesitate for a moment when

it came time to plan WonderFestival. We knew we could doit,

and do it well.

We decided to hold the first WonderFestival in Tokyo.It

wasjust the logical thing to do, considering the advantages a

venue in Tokyo would hold—notonly for the future

popularization and maturation of the garage kit industry in

general, but also for our business in particular. Remember, we

were the same guys who'd made DAICON the grandest

Conventionin all ofJapan, just so we could thumb our nosesat

Tokyo! We couldn’t resist holding a little “pre-event” event in

Osakaright before the actual one in Tokyo. Weheldit at the

General Products store, and it was a huge success. We had

people lined up outside like it was the grand opening.

The first Wonder Festival was a great success for us, butit

wasstill very small-scale. We rented out half of a floor of the

Tokyo Trade Center in Hamamatsu. We didn’t need more space

simply because there weren't that many garage kit makers

around at the time, and amateur dealers were almost

nonexistent. Another thing that madethis one different from

other events ofits kind was that we charged admission. Unable

to foresee the impact of an admission fee on attendance, we

decided to keep it small just in case.

But we needn't have worried—we would soon beshrieking

in delight! So many people showed upthat we had to shuffle

them in and out in shifts. Later, we would increase the scale of



the event and begin holding it biannually—one in summerand

one in winter. We continued to use the Tokyo Trade Center,

but with each subsequent WonderFestival we'd have to rent

out more and morefloor space, until finally we ended up

renting out the whole damn building. And the place still

overflowed.

Since WonderFestival was held twice a year,it felt like we

were in a perpetual state of event planning. It also brought

back the party-like atmosphere we had first experienced during

the preparations for the Sci-Fi Show. WonderFestival held a lot

of meaning for me personally, and also drew volunteers from

the rest of the DAICON staff. It even captured the eye of

copyright license holders, who went on to draft amendments

to the licensing system that would grant single-day licenses to

all amateur dealers registered for the event, a truly Herculean

move for copyright law.

After the breakup of General Products, toymaker Kaiyodo

took over as the main sponsor for WonderFestival, and they

still continue in that role today.

The founding of GAINAX
Amid the preparations for WonderFestival, both Okada and

Yamaga began setting their sights on professional animation

production. Startup capital was supplied by General Products

to the tune of two million yen (about US$8,500 in 1984

dollars).

Okadaalso recruited Hiroaki Inoue, one of the guys we’d
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met earlier through oursci-fi fan group activities. Back then,
Inoue was working for Tezuka Productions, and we were
counting on him to bring in some much-neededprofessional
experience. All we’d ever attempted to produce by way of
anime was an 8mm independentshort. Anno and Yamaga had
workedprofessionally as animators, but just as low-level

production site employees, not as planners, producers or
directors. If they were going to do this anime, they were going
to have to do everything themselves, from start to finish. And
Okada wasstill a rank amateur. Not only did he not know the
first thing about producing an anime, he didn’t have any direct
industry connections. That’s where Inoue camein.

Producing this new animeprofessionally meantgetting a

budget, and one place we could pitch our project was Bandai.
There wasa guy there by the nameof Shigeru Watanabe,*
whom we’d met through contacts at General Products. Initially,

he’d been in charge of Bandai’s Real Hobbyseries,*” but he’d
since transferred over to their Emotionfilm label(later to

become Bandai Visual). We decided to use Watanabeto get our

foot in the door.

The timing was perfect. The plan madeit all the way to the

office of the then-president of Bandai, Mr. Makoto Yamashina.*
As it turns out, Yamashina wanted to advance their animefilm

production anyway, so Oritsu Uchugun was changed from an

OVA*”project to a theatrical film production, and the budget
was accordingly upped from theoriginal ¥40 million (about

US$167,000 in 1984 dollars) to a whopping total expense

allocation of ¥800 million (US$3.3 million)!



There was, however, resistance within the company toward

this foray into filmmaking. As a result, the project became a

two-stage plan where we would havetostart off with a pilot

film. If the project was deemedsufficiently sales-worthy, we

would be allowed to proceed with production of the main film.

The trade name for our new production company, GAINAX,

wasregistered at the earliest stages of the Bandai animation

project. Basically, we needed a corporate vessel to hold the

production funds, so that’s what GAINAX became.Thehistory

of the nameitself is now the stuff of legends. Believe it or not,

it doesn’t come from any foreign words—it’s 100% pure

Japanese. In the Yonagodialect of Tottori, the word gaina

means “big.” Even now,thecity hosts a festival called Gaina

Matsuri, which means“Big Festival.” Both Akai and Yamaga

knew about this gaina word, andas the story goes, they each

independently came up with theidea of using it for the

company name,without consulting with each otherfirst. The

“X” at the end wasjust stuck on to make the name look more

like “the name of an anime robot”(I know,I know...that’s a

pretty silly reason). Anyway, that’s how wegot “GAINAX.”

There’s something else, though. | recently learned that in the

Aichi dialect the word gaina means “rowdy” or “loose cannon”!

Rather funny, because that’s not too far from the mark,

either...

As we wereregistering GAINAX, we decided to go ahead and

ride the financial wave by incorporating General Products.It

had, until then, remained a division of Okada Embroidering.

Wedidn’t make General Products the production company
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from the start because westill intended to disband the bridge
corporation GAINAX assoonasthe film production was
complete. It wasn’t our intention to found a new company.
Incidentally, we hired Masahiro Noda on as comptroller at that
time, and he’sstill with us today. |

For a while, people were under the impression that GAINAX
started out as a subsidiary of Bandai, but that’s a mistake. The
fact is, General Products capitalized the new company and
registered it, but Bandai paid all the production expenses.|

wasthe one whopersonally handedin the registration forms
for both corporations. | got an accountant to show me the
ropes on the paperworkand to go through the entire process,

and then I marched downto the Sakai attorney general’s office
and submitted the formsin person. | found it extremely

interesting.

Before registering, we had a discussion andfixed the date of

the founding on Christmas Day, but I got confused and jumped

the gun. I actually completed the registration on December24,

making the founding date Christmas Eve instead.

Another funny thing was that I listed the same business

activities on the registries for both corporations, meaning that

anime production wasn’t actually listed under GAINAX.Ill

never hear the end of that one.

The starting lineup of business executives for the two

companies was Okadaas president of GAINAX,Inc., and me as

president of General Products, Inc. That wasit.

Okada and Yamaga actually moved to Tokyo to begin

production of Oritsu Uchugun, setting up a studio at



Takadababain Shinjuku. | remained in Osaka, and the running

of General Products wasleft entirely up to me, both in name

and in fact. Some people left the store altogether, but I wasn’t

one of them. Just because I remained in Osaka didn’t mean that

I’d broken off business relations with Okada andtherest of the

boys at GAINAX. For one thing, shooting for Yamata no Orochi

no Gyakushu wasstill underway in Osaka, and I wasstill actively

participating in the project as both a scene director and

general staffer. The thought of moving the General Products

headquarters to Tokyo wasn’t even a consideration at that

point. | still felt connected by our activities as a group, and

thought of the split headquarters as nothing more than a new

arrangement. Other members of the group mayhavefelt

differently...I don’t know.

I listed myself among the board of directors for GAINAX

when I registered the company, and now I’m the only

remaining founding memberof the board.All the people who

worked on Oritsu Uchugun were in their 20s at the time. We

wereall just babes in the woods, but by now every one of

those people has gone on to becomea successful animator or

director.

NowthatI’m on the topic, there’s a character in Top o Nerae!

(“Gunbuster”) who was based on oneof these people during

GAINAX’s early stages. The model for Captain Tashiro was our

sound director Atsumi Tashiro, a veteran who hadalso beenin

charge of sound for Uchu Senkan Yamato (“Star Blazers”). He

was exactly like Captain Tashiro.
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Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu
As the GAINAX team wasjust starting production ofOritsu

Uchugun Honnemiase no Tsubasa (“The Wings of Honneamise”),

the Osaka gang and I were keeping ourselves busy with Yamata

no Orochi no Gyakushu.

Unlike the professionals atGAINAX, we had to rely almost

exclusively on help from volunteer amateurs. DAICON FILM had

completely run out of funds for the movie by this point, and

General Products was forced to put in some cash to keep the

project afloat, leaving us with no moneytopaythestaff. They

really were volunteers, and we couldn’t even afford to feed

them—everyone brought sack lunches.

Becauseofall this, we began to see conflicts arising from a

lack of commitmentto the project. Akai was the director and

his whole reason for involvement was mostlikely résumé-

building—he wanted to go pro. Sawamura wasthe producer,

and his primary concern wasjust completing the thing. He was

working hard to see that happen.I, on the other hand, was

simply having a good timewith it. As a scene director andall-

around staff member,| had learned to enjoy being in front of

the camera, but I had other responsibilities, too. The General

Products store wasn’t going to runitself, so devoting myself

exclusively to film production simply wasn’t an option. On top

of that, a lot of the volunteer staff members began asserting

their own interests, creating even more disharmony on the

production site. Despite any differences in motivation, we were

all supposed to be gathered together for the purpose of
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creating this film and making it as good as we possibly could,

but that just wasn’t how things turned out.

| personally didn’t care whether we were pro or amateur.All

that mattered to me wasthe strength of our commitment and

what we wantedto get out of it. My old action-oriented

attitude of “Actfirst, talk later” was still the same as it was

when we were organizing the Sci-Fi Show.

But the situation was different. This was the largest project

DAICONFILM had ever undertaken, both in terms of scope and

volume, and it was ourfirst time working with 16mmfilm.It

was one new,untested thing after another, and it seemedlike

no matter how much footage weshot, we just couldn't finish

the thing. It becametoo trying for the staff, many of whom had

joined for no other reason than to experience something new,

and one by onetheystarted dropping out of the project.|

wanted to say, “You were the ones whosigned upforthis, so

you might as well stick it out to the end,” but truth be told,|

didn’t really feel like chasing after them. Amongthestaff

members whostayed were Shinji Higuchi,* Anno’s friend from

Tokyo, and Sawamura’s former classmate Showji Murahama,*

whowasstill in college.

Despite all the struggles, the Orochi project was moving

toward completion. And | can’t say we didn’t have some good

times, too. But we ran out of money before the completion of

sound production, and the project stalled while we waited for

additional funds.

General Products wasn’tina position to invest any more

moneyinto the project, and we didn’t know whatto do.After
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a lot of consideration, wefinally decided to sell off the video

rights to Bandai.

After a long string of brutal setbacks and unforeseen

troubles, Yamata no Orochi no Gyakushu wasfinally completediin

1985. It would be DAICON FILM’s swansong.

The end of our amateurfilm production also meant the loss

of a platform for our group activities. With Orochi finished, Akai

moved to Tokyo to join the Oritsu Uchugun Honneamise no

Tsubasa production as an assistant director. | sent Higuchi and

Murahamato the Tokyo production site as well, because

Higuchi had distinguished himself as a special effects director

and Murahamahad workedhistail off. As for me, I returned to

my usual work at General Products.

Following the completion of the Fushigi no Umi no Nadia film,

Murahama would leave GAINAX, and together with Mahiro

Maeda, Hiroshi Yamaguchi, and Shinji Higuchi would go on to

found the anime production studio GONZO. Takeshi Mori*

joined studio GONZOthefollowing year.

Oritsu Uchugun Honneamise no Tsubasa
GAINAX wasable to finish up the pilot version of Oritsu

Uchugun at the studio in Takadababa, but for the actual

production they needed a bigger place, so the studio was

movedto Kichijoji-Higashi. | myself was so wrapped upin

General Products matters that I don’t really know whatthings

were like on the productionsite, but | did see thefirst trial

screening in person. Thefinishing touches hadn’t yet been



applied, but that didn’t matter. | was blown away.I’m ashamed

to say I even cried. It was that moving.

The finished Oritsu Uchugun began showing in TohoForeign

Film Branch theaters throughout the country in March of 1987.

| went to a theater in Osaka and saw it again. Looking back,|

kind of regret not being more involved in the production of

the film. It really was amazing, and it would’ve been nice to

have been a bigger part of it, but I was in Osaka, giving

General Products my full attention.

It’s commonly believed that while Oritsu Uchugun was a well-

made film, it was a failure at the box office. That’s completely

untrue. It may not have been a hugehit, but it certainly wasn’t

a flop. Not a single theater cancelled its run, and at some

locations, it actually had a longer run thaninitially planned.|

think a false apprehension probably emerged because a few

people voiced their own unfounded assumptions—thata story

as complex and subtle as this couldn’t possibly draw crowds,

and from there the rumorsjust took on a life of their own.

Regardless, this was a big-budget production. For an

animation budget in Japan at the time, ¥800 million was a huge

chunk of change. It would have been large even fora live-

action Japanese film. The budget scale meant that reclaiming

all the production costs at the box office simply wasn’t

feasible.

With a successful anime production and an established

relationship with Bandai undertheir belts, it would’ve been a

real shameto just dissolve the companyat that point. Okada,

Inoue, and the rest of the assembled GAINAXstaff also
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expressed their fervent opinions that the company should be

allowed to continue on. But the huge studio needed for the

theatrical production was too expensive to maintain, so GAINAX

had to move once more—this time backto the tiny studio in

Kichijoji-Minami.

General Products moves to Tokyo
The flip side of GAINAX’s new success wasthe ever-worsening

state of affairs at General Products. The WonderFestival had

expanded beyondbelief, and slowly but surely the garagekit

industry was growing larger and more entrenched.Despite all

that, General Products items weren’t doing very well in the

marketplace.

Westill had somehits,like our life-size Kamen Rider mask.*”

It was something everyone thoughtof doing, but only we could

actually pull it off (we madeit out of soft vinyl," a material that

wasstill a rarity in the garage kit world). But even with

successeslike this, the future of General Products wasstill

cloudy.

To make matters worse, as production on Orochi concluded

Sawamura and I started to disagree professionally, and he

ended up leaving the company while Oritsu Uchugun was

showing in theaters.

In short, General Products was in trouble.

I also started to believe that if 1 continued doing business in

Osaka, I would eventually hit a brick wall. Working in the

character business meant getting approval from licensors. And
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all the licensors were in Tokyo.Plus, there was the biannual

WonderFestival, also in Tokyo. And by now, General Products

washurting so badfinancially that even the cost of going to

Tokyo three or four times a year was getting to be a major

drain on the company’s resources. WonderFestival was rapidly

becoming the store’s primary source of investmentcapital, and

there didn’t seem to be anything I could do aboutit.

| had to face facts. After much agonizing,| finally decided to

move General Products operations to Tokyo.I left the Osaka

branchstore in the care ofJunichi Osako,* one of the guys

who'd been on the Japan Sci-Fi Conventionstaff, and the rest of

us merged with GAINAX.Incidentally, that same Junichi Osakois

now a novelist.

Some members of mystaff weren’t too keen onleaving

Osaka, so they left the companyinstead. This left us with a

combinedstaff of about ten employees.
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_ anniversary. Therewereshout
. 1,300peopleintatiendance.
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. go.Garage kit makers
i _Asgaragekitscametobemore
widelyrecognized, thenumberof
 garage-kitmakers increasedand
manylocalhobby stores started

‘novices back then.They werelater.

TheWonderFestivalis like aflea
- marketforgarage kits. Theevent
organizertakescareofthelicensing

-. issuessothatamateurscansell
theirgaragekits(ofcopyrighted
subjects)onthedayoftheevent.

id. “received morevotesthananything :

~— ebse,buttheFanGroup Association S
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The24thannualJapa Sci-Fi oe Shikoku andKanazawa, aswell as
Conventionheldin Niigata in 1955,continuedenthusiasm from

- knownasthe Gatacon Special -aemalaydubs.
‘SummerFestival.Thereasonfor :
the "Special"wasbecauseitwas as 90. Wonder Festival
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_ Animation.”OVA:isstraight-to-
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- releasedbyBandai,Among
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The year was 2001. It was thefirst year of

SHOUTING! RUNNING! LAUGHING! CRYING! on
the new century, a time that manysci-fi

VASUHIRO TAKEDA AND THE FIRST |nituncstveto
BIG BASH OF THE 21ST CENTURY the Japan Sci-Fi Convention. Yasuhiro

In-depth coverage on

Yasuhiro Takeda,

Chairmanof the Planning

Committee for the 40th

Annual Japan Sci-Fi

Convention—SF2001 &

Japan Sci-Fi Fan Group

Association Committee

Date: Aug. 17-19, 2001

Location: Nippon Convention

Center (Makuhari Messe) in

Mihama-ku, Chiba.

Takeda, General Manager for GAINAX,put

his genius to work as the Chairmanofthe

Planning Committee—buthe would also

step downas Chairmanofthe Japan Sci-Fi

Fan Group Association Committee, a

position he'd held since 1986.It was a

proud momentfor Mr. Takeda, and we were

right there with him. We now present an

in-depth reportof the 56 hours we spent

with the now ex-Chairman,from the day

before the convention rightup until he said

his goodbyes.

 

our report, but we opt to introduce

ourselves again. Whenaskedif

there is anything he would prefer

not to be reported, his immediate

answeris, “Notat all. Feel free to

report anything."

11:30 am arrive at the convention

site, accompanied by a fellow

editor from Comic Gum magazine.

Mr. Takeda, along with some other

GAINAX staff who are helping out

with the convention, and

approximately eighty volunteers

are already gathered in front of the

“Sci-fi Hall,” where the main part of

the convention will be held. Theair

is abuzz with chatter. We had met

with Takeda once before to discuss
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GAINAX House

Ourfirst outpost in Tokyo was a small dwelling that would later
9995

become known as “GAINAX House.”*” It was a single home

occupied by single men from both GAINAX and General Products.

Not too long after the move, we became acquainted with

another otaku who had come from North America (Canada,

actually). His name was Toren Smith,* and his love of manga had

brought him all the way across the ocean to Japan. He’d run out

of money somewhere along the way, however, and was having a

hard time ofit.

Apparently, Okada had met Smith during our Osaka days. The

Canadian had visited the General Products store in Momodani

with sci-fi author J.P. Hogan, who wasin Japan for the Sci-Fi

Convention. Naturally, after hearing his foreign friend was down

on his luck, Okada suggested we put him up at GAINAX House.

Toren went on to be a success in his own right, later returning

to North America and becomingpresident of a publishing

companyin the US. He is one shrewd fellow—notonly did he

make plenty of manga-related connections while he washere, but

he snagged himself a beautiful Japanese wife to boot.| still

remember one morning, shortly after we woke up; the doorto

Toren’s room opened and out walked a young lady we’d never

seen before!

Make no mistake, GAINAX House was a den ofrabid bachelors.

Nobodycleaned or even straightened up—ever. When we

received a visit from Hiroe Suga (whofor a time wasstaying at a

boarding house in Tokyo and working as an author), she was

literally “sickened” by the smell. The color drained from herface
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and she beat a very hasty retreat.

Ultimately, we elected to move out of GAINAX House. When

the landlord came byto give the place a once-overandrelease us

from our contract, he wasstricken speechless. Almost

immediately after we vacated, the house was demolished.

Tokyolife
Following Oritsu Uchugun, GAINAX founditself involved iina

numberofdifferent projects. In addition to creating a

promotional video for the BOOWY song “Marionette” and TV

commercials for Victor’s “Hyper Robot Compo,” they were

working on sales promotions and planning for their next

theatrical release. Sadamoto and Maedatook the lead on that

assignment, even turning out a pilot film before the project was

put on indefinite hiatus.

Then GAINAX was commissioned by Bandai to do an OVA for

MasamuneShirow’s Appleseed,*” with Akaisitting in the director’s

chair. They even produceda live action promotionalvideoforit.

The idea for the video supposedly camefrom life-size mask of

Briareos Hecatonchires (a character from Appleseed), made by

Fuyuki Shinada.* They also borrowed a replica Willis Jeep from

mangaartist “Mr. I,” often referred to as SUEZEN.* Mr. I was one

of the animators on Wings ofHonneamise, and had apparently

received the jeep from anime guru Yasuo Otsuka.* This

connection would lead to GAINAX publishing an entire CD-ROM's

worth ofjeep-related art and research compiled by both SUEZEN

and Otsuka.
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Meanwhile, having completed the move to Tokyo, General
Products continued to produceits line of garage kits and other
merchandise,as well as prepare for upcoming WonderFestivals.
Weonly had four employees, but when theday of the Festival
rolled around, we could always countonthe help of formerSci-Fi
Convention staff members. Amongthe loyal were Kamimura, who
was then working for NTT, and Sato, who had been employed by
the city of Osaka. Those two would eventually join GAINAX.In
fact, I imagine you'll see their names on manyofthe products put
out by the companytoday.

During this period, one of Bandai’s producers struck a deal—if

GAINAX could come up with an animethat “would be ableto sell

at least 10,000 copies,” then Bandai would gladly fund the project.

Uponhearing this, Okada got to work on a proposal for Top o

Nerae! (“Gunbuster”).** The plan wasto have Shinji Higuchi direct,
Haruhiko Mikimoto* provide character designs, and to release the

whole thing as three 2-part OVAs. For somereason, though,the

project stalled. By the time theyfinally got the green light,

Higuchi had other commitments and was unable to direct. As fate

would haveit, Anno decidedto givetheinitial script a read-

through, and becamesofired up that he volunteered tofill in for

Higuchi. This would mark his professional debut as a director.

Gunbuster turned out to be a very difficult endeavor. The

majority of Bandai’s attention was focused on thefirst Patlabor*”
OVA,which wasbeing produced at the same time, so Gunbuster

wasrelegated to side-project status.

Nonetheless, Anno became completely obsessed with the

project. For the first episode, he stuck pretty closely to the  

|

|
|

|



 

original script, but with each subsequent episode his own unique

touch becameincreasingly apparent. For the last episode, he did

the unthinkable—hefilmed the episode entirely in black and

white on colorfilm. Deliberately doing so cost the studio a lot

more money, and a whole lot more effort than was necessary.

During production, the studio became increasingly cramped,

and so GAINAX—along with General Products—movedback to

the Kichijoji-Higashi studio, where it had earlier produced Wings

ofHonneamise. This studio wasthree timesaslarge, giving the

anime production staff plenty of room to grow. General Products

followed suit and increased their ownstaff as well.

Third Sci-Fi Convention

The next Sci-Fi Convention washeld in Kanazawa,and ofcourse,

I attended. Once there, | was approachedbythestaff for the

following year’s Sci-Fi Convention (probably because | was

Chairman of the Fan Group Association at the time) and thefirst

words out of their mouths were, “Wecan’t doit!”

You pack ofspineless wimps! | felt like screaming. Now thatI’ve

had time to calm downand think aboutit, though, | wonderif

skipping one convention would’ve been such a big deal.

However, myinitial reaction was to immediately assemble the

troops—specifically, Okada and Inoue. The three of us decided

there would indeed be a Convention, and that we would hostit

ourselves. In a way, ourattitude toward those quitters was one

of pride, something along thelinesof, “If you're just going to

give up, then we’ll show youlosers how it’s done!”
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The decision to sponsor the event had been madein the

absence of an executive committee, and our preparations
continued without any organizational framework.Nevertheless,
there werestill decisions to be made, like choosing a venue and
assembling ourstaff.

For the locale, we settled on Mizukami Hot Springs in Gunma
Prefecture. We decided to go with a so-called “resort-style”

convention, renting out both a hotel and the Mizukamitownhall.

As for the staff, we’d recently moved our base of operations to

Tokyo, so we couldn’t just depend on ourfriendsstill living in

Osaka...though of course, we looked forward to seeing them on

the actual day of the Convention. Fortunately, other formerstaff

memberswerealreadyliving in Tokyo, having found jobs there

after graduation.

Weeventually organized an executive committee, a mixed

bunch composed mostly of former DAICONstaffers like myself,

and a numberof people from the Space Force Club. Led by Inoue

this club is dedicated to the worksofsci-fi author Masahiro

Noda, whoalso happens to be GAINAX’s auditor (Incidentally,

since Nodarefers to himself as the “Commander-in-Chief’ of the

Space Force, the membersofhis fan club also give each other

military ranks). These two groups formed the core ofourstaff,

and wegotthe rest of the help we needed through our various

connections.It was basically the same old routine from our

DAICONdays. The only real difference was that we were no

longer college students.

Wedecided to dub this Convention “MiG-Con”™™in a playful

abbreviation of the venue’s name—Mizukami, Gunma. MiG-Con

?

 



differed from DAICONin that we didn’t have time to formally train

the staff. Also, as far as events go, we couldn’t seem to come up

with anything too terribly mind-blowing, so we decided to focus

on visual content instead. Now that we werepros, we had plenty

of connectionsin the industry, and wefully utilized them.

Oneattraction we put together was the “Mystery Train.”

Convention-goers taking the train from Tokyo to Mizukami would

first receive a send-off at Ueno station by some costumed

membersofourstaff. Once aboard, they would be entertained by

a mock hijacking at the hands of an “evil organization.” Upon

arrival at Mizukami, guests would be greeted by more costumed

staff members.

Unfortunately, our mixed staff didn’t function as well as we'd

hoped. Most of the members were veteransof either the Space

Force or DAICON,and even though wewereall volunteers, the

DAICON grouptendedto actlike self-appointed “instructors”to

the others. That may have had something to dowith it.

I’m sure there are some mixed feelings about the whole

experience, but luckily, tensions never boiled over and the event

wentoff withouta hitch.

Second period of lethargy
Shortly after MiG-Con cameto a close, volume 1 of Gunbuster hit

store shelves and enjoyed immediatesales. That’s when I began to

give serious thought to leaving General Products and GAINAX.I

couldn’t tell anyone why, though. How could | explain to them that

my girlfriend (who I would later marry) had dumped me? I was
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actually thinking of moving to Hokkaido and working on a farm or

something. I was distracted, and unable to focus on myjob.

WhenI wasgoing through myfirst bout of lethargy, it was the

founding of General Products and the subsequent DAICON 4

preparations that brought meback tolife. As luck would haveit,

at some point during my ponderings of farm life in Hokkaido,|

lost the urge to quit General Products. I’ve cometoreferto this

situation as “the monkeywithits handin the jar.” Imagine a

monkey that can’t removeits hand because he’s holding onto

something inside jar. If the monkey would just release its grasp

on what’s inside, it would be free. The analogy hereis that

sometimesthe solution is just to let ga—and whenyou dothat,

you canfinally see what you’ve been holdingall along.

Dragon Quest
I’m sure everyone whoreads this knows how muchofan

influence Japan’s Dragon Quest (aka Dragon Warrior) series has had

on role-playing games, or RPGs. General Products had negotiated

a merchandising deal with Dragon Quest maker Enix, and our

products were manufactured and on the market by the time we

moved to Tokyo.

Thefirst thing we did was approach Enix about acquiring the

licensing rights. “If this is about Mr. Toriyama’s characters,” our

contact person began,referring to the manga artist whose

character designs were usedin the game,“I’m afraid we can’t

help you.” I replied that it wasn’t the characters we wanted—

rather, we were interested in producing various items and
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equipment appearing in the game. His response: “Hmm,

interesting. No one’s ever approached me with somethinglike

this. Let’s get together sometime.I'd like to hear more.”

From there, we formulated a plan for making replicas of

swords, keys, and other items. Among these wasa full-size

replica of the Sword of Loto (or Sword of Erdrick in Dragon

Warrior) made outof soft vinyl. It was sold as a do-it-yourself kit,

but you canstill occasionally find the fully-assembled item for

sale. All this just goes to show that the garage kit industry was

still in its infancy... Anyway, Enix actually ended up using one of

our model swords in a TV advertisement for Dragon Quest 4.

Expanding on that concept was the “Dragon Quest Fantasia

Video,”*”” a live-action special effects film depicting several

famous scenes from the Dragon Questseries. The projects also

included a musical clip featuring a full orchestra.

The video was produced by GAINAX,with Takami Akai handling

directorial duties. General Products was in charge ofthe cast’s

equipment,and the bulk of the filming was done on sets

constructed at Nikkatsu Studio in Chofu. I was underthe

impression that since I was a producerI'd be able to sit aroundall

high and mighty, but that’s not quite how it turned out. Maybeit

had something to do with mypast experience onsets, or maybe|

just couldn't leave well enough alone, but somehow | ended up

becoming an assistant director. Not the assistant director, mind

you, but the third assistant director. A gopher, in other words.

I supposeit wasa little awkward to have a produceralso

acting as an assistant director, but for some reason, | decided to

involve myself with the special effects as well. Back when we
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werestill producing our own independentfilms, I had never

supervised that particular element, but somehow,I was able to

swing it on Dragon Quest. I learned a lot from a fellow named

Onoue,”* our key supplier of materials on set. He’sstill in the

special effects business, working on several cutting-edge projects.

Wealso had life-size (or close to it) model of the Dragon

King’s head. It had been made by Fuyuki Shinada, who gained

notoriety for his design work on the Godzilla films. One day,

Shinada wasstaring intently at a three-foot long model tank

sitting in a corner at Nikkatsu Studio. Finally, he turned and said,

“This is the #61 from Gappa, isn’t it? | wonderif they'd get angry

if | tookit...” He seemed half-serious about taking the thing

home with him, but he gave upafter it proved to be too heavy.

Incidentally, the head portion of the Dragon King had been cut

and sculpted from a kind of Styrofoam board called kapok.It’s

often used in special effects, but can double as a comfortable bed

on late nights at the studio. Those big blocks of foam were just

the right size. If they hadn’t been cut yet, we’d sleep on top of

them,andif they had been cut, we’d nestle inside the hollowed-

out area. The larger props were made somewherein the studio in

Chofu, while the small ones were actually manufactured in my

Kichijoji apartment (where several former DAICON staff members

who went pro spent many nights). Work on the film pretty much

went on from the wee hours of the morning until very late at

night. Dirty, scruffy-looking men were going in and out of my

place all night long, and when we openedthe windowsin the

morning, the smell of thinner (which we used with the adhesives)

was overpowering. The neighbors started to complain, and I was
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eventually evicted. Luckily, this occurred after production on the

film was complete.

The film’s debut was held at the Tokyo Bay NK Hall in

Maihama.It played to the accompanimentofa full orchestra,

conducted by Koichi Sugiyama.* For me,it’s amazing that this

entire project began with a simple interest in garage kits! But this

is exactly how ourbusiness developed and expanded.

Komatsu Sakyo Anime Gekijo
It was aroundthis time that GAINAX produced a rather unique

workcalled Komatsu Sakyo Anime Gekijo (lit. “Sakyo Komatsu’s

AnimeTheater”).*"” This anime adaptation of Mr. Komatsu’s

short-short novellas was financed by Bandai, and aired as a daily

TV series. Yamaga wasputin charge of the script, and we asked

mangaartist Jun Ishikawa* to provide the character designs. The

series was released for sale and rental, but surprisingly, it never

caught on, remaining a sort of “phantom project” in GAINAX’s

body of work.

The original plan was to makeShinichi Hoshi Gekijo, as Hoshi’s

name waspractically synonymous with the short-short. We

presented the idea to Mr. Hoshi* at a hotel in Ginza, directly after

he met with his publisher. We asked him to consider an anime

version of his works, but he immediately respondedwitha flat-

out “No.”

“Pll be perfectly honest with you,” he said. “I don’t want

anyone else touching my work—atleast not while I’m alive. Wait

until I’m dead. | won't offer any complaints then.” So muchfor
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negotiations.

Wewereleft searching for someone turnto, and after giving it

some thought, we decided that Sakyo Komatsu would be our

next best bet. When we approached him with ouridea, we told

him what had happened with Hoshi, to which hereplied, “Yeah,

that sounds like him.” Andjust like that, he accepted ouroffer.

Incidentally, even though Mr. Hoshi passed awayseveral years

ago, westill haven’t worked up the courageto tell his family

about the promise he made...

Gamemaker GAINAX

Even with an undertaking like Dragon Quest to keep us busy, we

still decided to move ahead with our production of Gunbuster.

Volume 2 sales were impressive, so it was only logical that we

continue with Volume3.If it hadn’t sold as we'd hoped,it was

possible the last volume would have just been cancelled. But

things were going well for us, and GAINAX was onthebrink ofa

major turning point.

I had been admitted to Kichijoji Hospital after injuring my knee

on a skiing vacation.*"” Akai cameto visit me while I was

recuperating, and it was during one of our conversationsthat he

suggested we make our own PC game. He had bought a

computer back when wewerestill in Osaka, and he’d been a

gamerever since. He playedall sorts of games, but felt that most

were uninspired both in terms of graphics and overall

production. Akai believed that with the know-how GAINAX had

already accumulated, we would beable to scoreit big in the
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gaming industry. Having no objections, I went along with his

plan.

Ourfirst PC game, Dennou Gakuen (“Cyber School”),

hit. Aside from the programming and music, Akai did everything

himself, so we already had the advantage of low production

costs. And just as he’d predicted, the enhanced graphics of our

game madea big impression on the market.

Weused pretty much the samesetup for subsequenttitles.

#14 Was a

Character designs were commissioned from various animators

and manga artists whom wehadpreviously dealt with, either

through GAINAX or General Products. Our third PC title even

used characters from Gunbuster.

In this way, applying the expertise we’d acquired through

anime production, GAINAX also came to specialize in game-

making. Gradually, the number of staff members working solely

on PC games begantoincrease.

Following his work on the gameversion of Media Work’s Silent

Mobius,*"” Akai would produce his masterpiece—the “nurturing

*'°° This title actually spun off an

entirely new genre of games, wherein the player takes the role of

parent and makes decisions that affect the behavior and fate of

his or her foster child. Princess Maker had a huge impact on the

PC game market, which by this time had reached a plateau and

simulation” game Princess Maker.

wasin dire need of a new hit. Princess Maker wasalso a major

source of income for GAINAX, which, following completion of

Gunbuster, had no new projects in the works.
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Fushigi no Umi no Nadia*”
I guess you could say it was Nadia that gave GAINAX its name

recognition in mainstream Japan—upuntil then, only hardcore

fans knew the company. This marked a serious turning point for

us.

Meanwhile, tensions had peaked within the company. Things

had turned sour between Okada and Inoueas they fought for

companyleadership. But the ensuing power struggle came to an

abrupt halt when Okadainvited none other than Sawamura to

head up GAINAX.

Wewereall taken by surprise. Shocked, even. | mean, this was

Sawamura. When it came to running General Products, he and I

couldn't have disagreed more. Maybe Okada didn’t feel like he

could talk to me aboutit first. | don’t know.At any rate, there

were those in GAINAX whosaw this as a move on Okada’s part to

try and consolidate power, but the truth is, he really struggled

with his decision. He apparently consulted Yamaga and Akai

about how toresolve the situation, at which point somebody

brought up Sawamura’s name.“If he isn’t doing anything right

now, maybe he wouldn’t mind coming andgiving us a hand,” or

something to that effect, and the wheels wereset in motion.

Elsewhere,Inoue wasflying solo and busily advancing his own

projects. Group TAC*™ had beeninvited to join a pitch at NHK

for a new television program,and theyin turn had requested

settings and specific character designs (which,incidentally, were

based on a proposal already submitted to NHK).

Of course, | think that TAC had actually invited GAINAX (having

already produced Gunbuster) to assist with the pitch, and not just



Inoue. It seems, however, that Inoue viewed this as an

opportunity to strike off on his own. He decided to bypass

Okada, whom he nolonger considered trustworthy, and had

Sadamoto and Maedasecretly workon thesettings, character

designs, storyboards and so forth.

It goes without saying thatall this eventually cameto light, but

the pitch had already concluded, and NHK had decided to go

with the idea that Inoue had presented. That idea was Nadia, and

preliminary calculations showed that the budget for the project

would drive GAINAX well into the red.

Okada, Sawamura and myself attended the Nadia production

meeting at NHK. In no uncertain terms, we demandedthat either

Inoue step down from the project or GAINAX would withdraw.

Thinking back, it wasn’t the smartest move we ever made. There

was a producerfrom Tohoin attendance, and I wouldn't be

surprised if he bears a grudge against us to this day.

They had alreadyfilled the director’s position, but he said

something like “This isn’t at all what we talked aboutin ourfirst

meeting,” and promptly dropped out of the project. Anno would

later be chosen as his replacement, and therest of the staff—as

well as NHK and Toho—sided with GAINAX rather than Inoue.In

one fell swoop, Inoue had both left the project and quit his

position at GAINAX.

The whole thing was just handled so recklessly. | think the

entire mess could have been avoided had there been more

communication between Okada and Inoue.

In any event, GAINAX was brought on to produce Nadia, and

wasleft facing an impossibly large budget. All said and done,the
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company ended up some80 million yen in the red, and was

denied any of the rights associated with the project. In this

sense, Nadia both is and isn’t a “GAINAX” production.

Someyearslater, Disney would produce a cartoon thatfansin

both America and Japan would claim waspractically a carbon

copy of Nadia. Several people asked us if we planned to sue, but

the only response we could give was, “Please take this up with

NHKand Toho.”

Numerousstories have already surfaced about the various

mishaps that occurred during the production of Nadia,so I'll

refrain from going into them here.Suffice it to say that behind

each of these events, several other events were simultaneously

taking place...

Weneverdid acquire any ofthe rights to the anime, but a

point was madeofletting us have the rights to the game

adaptation, something for which wearestill deeply grateful. The

PC game, which we producedin-house, went on to set record

earningsfor us.

GAINAX, the anime production company
Even while Nadia was driving GAINAX into debt, it was teaching

us the ins and outs of anime production. Moreover, it was

introducing the GAINAX “brand” to audiencesall across Japan. Of

course, it wouldn’t be until Evangelion that we would receive

nationwide recognition, but I think Nadia wasthefirst of our

projects to have a major impact on animefans. Nadia took those

whohadliked our work on Gunbuster and turned them into



outright GAINAX fanatics. |

Moneylossesaside, the good thing about producing an anime

program that ran on NHKfor an entire year was that it was easy

for us to find sponsors. We actually worked on a numberof other

anime projects alongside Nadia in an attempt to defray the

production costs, but unfortunately, things didn’t go as planned.

Among the projects we worked on were Naki no Ryu,*"” Money

Wars,*'° Modena no Ken,*'"' Hono no Tenkosei,*"* and Otaku no

Video.*'”? Of these, only Otaku no Video wasoriginal. For a time,

we had morethan enough to keep ourselves busy. Unlike other

production companies, however, we weren't receiving these

projects, fronting all the costs ourselves and then reaping the

profits. In fact, some of these companies would pool just enough

moneyto pay for the proposal, then farm out the bulk of the

actual anime overseas. Oddly enough, someof these shady

producers remain active in the business even now. While

veterans of the industry would not be so easily fooled, the simple

phrase “Animesure looks profitable right now...” is enough to

deceive any numberofclients new to anime.

Recently, a certain prospectus has surfaced that claims to have

several of the anime industry's big-namestaffers attachedtoit.

Seriously, the amountoftalent listed is enough to make you

think, With a staff like that, this would be one amazing project! But of

course, the whole thing is a put-on, a kind of bait meant to lure

othersin.

To stray off-topic for a moment, following the success of

Evangelion, many of the conversations that took place at anime

production meetings went somethinglike this:
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“So, what kind of project is this exactly?”

“Thestory is a lot like Evangelion.”

“Really? Sounds great. The thing is, the story can’t end like

Evangelion.”

“Oh sure, of course. The endingis a lot different.”

“Well, we look forward to seeingit.”

It's true. On several occasions, | personally had people ask me,

“It’s like Evangelion, except for the ending. What do you think—

could GAINAX do something like this?”

Things are a lot better now, but at that time GAINAX wasstill

quite weakin termsofits administration, which meant that

projects tended to hit more than a few snags. While Money Wars

was being made,for example, the deficiencies in our

administration becamepainfully clear when the company we

hired to pick up the slack was unable to complete production.

For a while there, it looked like we were going to go bankrupt.

Our sponsor wasn’t going to just turn the other cheek with an

excuse like, “They took the moneyand ran!” so we were forced

to do the work ourselves. When Money Warswasfirst screened,

however, our sponsorturnedto us andsaid, “I don’t care what

you guys have been through—there’s no way we're going to

settle for that.” So we went back and workedonit a second time,

and a third time, before it was begrudgingly accepted with

somethinglike, “Fine. | guess this is as goodas it’s going to get.”

By comparison, Hono no Tenkosei, Naki no Ryu and Otaku no

Video all turned out well. We also ended up learning something,

based in no small part on the degree to which the staff members

devoted themselvesto their jobs—we learned that we were



unable to take on projects for which the sole aim wasprofit.

There had to be moreto it than that. Take Hono no Tenkosei, for

example. It was based on the work by Shimamoto,* who was so

involved in the project that he even oversaw the show's opening

theme.

The truth is, it didn’t matter where we subcontracted our work.

If we couldn’t oversee all phases of a project, we had no business

being a production company. But there would be someharsh

lessons to learn before this simple truth wasfinally driven home.

Wewerestill stuck in a period of successive losses when the

call came to work on the Nadia gekijoban*'" (motion picture).

Group TAChad already been subcontracted by Toho to

producethe film, so GAINAX’s position was something like sub-

subcontractor. That being said, GAINAX still contributed many

elements to the film, such as the story, the characters and so on.

TAC had, as usual, secured a healthy budget for the project. I

think their impetus for sending Nadia our way wasto help us

recoup the losses weincurred during production ofthe television

series.

There was, however, one sticking point—Annostated that he

would not be involved with the project. Working as director on

the original series had burned him outonall things Nadia.

Luckily, a conversation with Okada and Mr. Tashiro* from TAC

changed his mind, and he agreed to come on board.

We cameupwith the basic plot, and Sadamoto designed some

new characters, but at the actual production phase, things just

weren't happening. Sawamura volunteered to step in and take

over the project, but it was no good. Things continued to
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worsen,until finally we had to just apologize and tell them we

couldn't do it. We had already received a 50 million yen advance,

however, so of course TAC’s first question to us was, “What

about the money?” Ourresponse:

“We'resorry, but we don’t have it. We've already spentitall.

Please forgive us.” And that was how webailed out of the

project. Our overall losses were in the neighborhood of 80

million yen, but thanks to the 50 million we received as advance

payment, our actual total losses on Nadia were 30 million.

Incidentally, TAC went on to complete the projectrelatively

quickly and on a small budget.

Later, we would end up scoring a major coup with Evangelion,

and return all 50 million yen to TAC.Soit’s not as if we held on

to their moneyindefinitely—it’s more like we borrowedit until

Evangelion camealong. Luckily, they were willing to overlook the

cost of Sadamoto’s character designsand the editing ofall that

television footage. We gladly pocketed the savings and returned

them therest.

Olympia—the phantom project
It was around this time that Okada suggested we pull out of

animealtogether.

None of our animated titles were turning a profit—we weren't

even accepting any new projects. Our in-house animators were

kept on, but found themselves with nothing to do.

Okada was the one who had wanted to mimic the practices of

other production companies, but our attempts to treat

 



 

production in that mannerconsistently lost money...and now he

wassaying that we should quit.

You’ve gotta be kidding me! | thought to myself. You frickin’ idiot!

I decided to give Okada a good talking to. | was joined by Akai,

whopointed out that GAINAX’s involvementin anime was the

very thing that gaveit its foothold in the gaming industry.

Dropping anime in favor of games wasprecisely the wrong way

to go about things. What’s more, we were determined to let

Anno have another crack at making an anime.

Weall headed to Matsumoto to hammerout the details of our

next project. The reason we chosethat locale was that our

brainstorming session would double as a weekendretreat, and

we always did those in Matsumoto.Oncethere, weall began

tossing out ideas, and thefirst major snag we hit was Olympia.*'”

The storyboards for the project were included in the very first

collection of drawings we received from Sadamoto, which meant

that the details of this thing had already been thoughtout to

some degree. We came up with some goodideas of our own, but

thinking back onit, the way that we came up with them was a

little odd. We hadjust started to get a good grasp of the story

when somebodypipedup, “Okada, you’re not helping. Why don’t

you sit this one out for a while?” Things started getting back on

track, but almost immediately, it was “Anno, now you're not

helping. Just hang back for a bit, ok?”Finally, it ended up being

just Yamaga,Akai and myself banging out the framework for the

project. It might have been wrong, but it was the most expedient

way to go aboutthings.

But then wehit a snag, and everything cameto a screechinghalt.
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I think if the same thing happened now I'd be able to do more,

but back then I felt almost helpless, as if I'd been backedinto a

corner.Finally, we all agreed that the project was unsalvageable,

and the whole idea was scrapped.I feel like it was myfault, that|

was inexperienced as a producer.

Following this incident, Okada announcedthat he would be

leaving GAINAX.

Whatfollowed for General Products
To recap, GAINAX’s anime productions consistently failed to

recoup their investments, while software sales and theprofits

earned through WonderFestival meant that General Products

was...well, it was so-so.

In either event, it was decided to go wheretheprofits were.

More people werehired on to work at General Products, and

plans for expansion wereput into place. Thefirst thing we did

wasset up an editorial department.

Hiroshi Ueda,* a staff member from Osaka, used to alwayssay,

“Someday, I’m gonna be a magazine editor.” And when he

elected to make the move to Tokyo,the first proposal that came

up was a magazine “filled with nothing but Gundam manga.”

Ueda’s dream of becoming an editor wasfinally fulfilled, due

in part to some contacts he’d made while working on

Honneamise. Those contacts worked for Bandai, which had been

making forays into publication with the magazine B-Club and

other such projects. Considering the publication rights involved

in making an all-Gundam manga, Bandai wasthe only namethat



 

came to mind as a vehicle that could get the project off the

ground.

The idea waspitched, and a short time later Cyber Comic*'”

was born.

During his time at General Products, Ueda wasutilized for his

editing skills rather than any anime- or garage kit-related

projects. And now,as editor for Cyber Comic, he had begun to

recruit a small team for his burgeoning department.

As it turns out, however, the editorial framework that was set

in place wasrather lacking. Deadlines for mangaartists would be

postponed,yet the editors would still be unable to get to it ina

timely fashion. The production process on their end was

different from that of anime, but it brought with it the same

kind ofpitfalls.

With the department such as it was, books were constantly

published behind schedule. And given that Bandai had money

invested in this venture,it’s safe to say that they were none too

pleased with the results. Finally, our contact (a manager of some

department or other) stated that Cyber Comic would be

continuing without the services of General Products.

Naturally, we couldn’t sit back and do nothing.Afterall, this

wasthe start of an entirely new business venture for us—we

couldn't bear to be pulled from the project just because our

editorial staff had been dragging their feet. We did some

internal reorganization and went back to Bandai, saying

basically, “Look, this is how things are now,and this is how we

could do the job for you.” Bandai, however, was quick to find a

replacement. Their reply was a simple, “Forgetit. It’s over.”
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So, we had ouridea for a Gundam manga,and wewere able

to get it off the ground.It’s just too bad we couldn't seeitall

the way through.

On a similar note, we had also begun work on ARIEL Comic,

an anthology series in the same vein as Gundam that featured a

giant, beautiful fighting robot as its protagonist. It was based

on the ARIEL*” novels bysci-fi author Yuichi Sasamoto,* who

we had met throughthe Sci-Fi Convention...andit

unfortunately suffered from the same scheduling problemsthat

had plagued Cyber Comic. The people on the editorial staff

simply weren't that good at their jobs, and it wasn’t long before

they had ceased to do any sort of follow-up with the authors.

Whendeadlinesreally got tight, the editor would hole upin his

house for days and doit all himself. Even as our tenure on Cyber

Comic wasat its end, we were going up to Asahi Sonoma to

bow out ofARIEL Comic as well, telling them “Sorry, but we

can't do it.” We were, in essence, suggesting that we shut down

our editorial department altogether; we just didn’t have the

necessary skills to keep it running.

The department continued on for another twoorthree years,

but it was a disaster. Here’s an example of how muchofa

disaster it was—they were hiring more people. They hadn’t even

asked us first. They just went out and hired them. Sure, they

came back with explanations like “But we were shorthanded,”

to which wereplied, “If you’re shorthanded,the first thing you

do is let us know aboutit. Don’t just go hiring people.” We had

to explain this to the department more than once which made

us develop...not so mucha senseofdistrust, as a serious doubt



in their ability to get the job done.

Wespenta lot of time addressing the situation, but nothing

ever producedanyresults. The editorial staff had taken to

literally locking themselves in their apartments, and one time,

we even had to climb in through the windows and drag them

out to talk. The next day, they wouldn’t comeoutatall. So

much time was spent dragging reticent employees out oftheir

houses and into the office that we started referring to it by a

special term: “salvaging.”

Thoseon the editorial side that finally tired of this and quit

soon began making outrageousclaims,like “I was the one that

launched Cyber Comic,” or “Yeah, | made Dennou Gakuen.” My

sympathies to employers who hired them based onthoseclaims.

Wehadrecruited quite a few people to workin oureditorial

department, but needless to say, none of them wereparticularly

good at whatthey did. They couldn’t even manage the most

basic of functions, like scheduling and meeting deadlines.

In any event, we ended up making other contacts and

bringing them to work on Cyber Comic. One of these was Ikuto

Yamashita,* who would later assist with the design work on

Evangelion. In the end,the editorial department offered the

company nothing more than largercircle of contacts.

In stark contrast to this, our gamesdivision wasstill turning a

profit. Not a huge profit, but it was a steady enough income

that we could continue with our haphazard hiring methods.

Whenall was said and done,the profits from games were not

applied to anime production—rather, they were used to take

the companyin different and ever-expanding directions. It’s
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something I look back on with a lingering regret.

There wasa trend for us to do everything possible ourselves.

We would use a big manual typewriter-looking thing to write

up our ownscripts, come up with our own designs and even

print out our ownproofs.

Of course, this experience wasnotall bad. GAINAX currently

has its own DTP*'* department that functions quite well, but
the skills of its staff were, in a way, forged by the experience of

enduringall the trials of earlier, hands-on production. Our

approach in building up the department washardly the most

expedient, however, and it ended up consuming almostall

expendable funds from both GAINAX and General Products. But

it is not my intent to point fingers and say that so-and-sois to

blame. I only wish to explain that the way things were run back

then wastheresult of a lack of understanding regarding our

situation.

It was the greatest failure in our attempt to expand the scope

of our company.

PC game convention*”
This isn’t to say that we used all the profits from our PC games

to staff the editorial department. We werealsohiring

programmers and graphic artists in an attempt to strengthen

our gaming department. EvenI utilized my meager connections

to bring some new people into the fold. Once our games took

off and the General Products/GAINAX name became known, we

placed an ad and beganinterviewing people for positions.
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Unfortunately, there wasa very high initial turnaround, and

people were constantly coming and going within the

department.

Today, there is a large number of subcontracting firms

capable of handling graphics and programming, but back then,

that simply wasn’t the case—wehad no choice butto hireall

these people to work*in-house. Truth be told, we werealso

driven by our total enthusiasm for CG.

Unlike the editorial department, our gaming department

never went belly-up. A major part of its success was due to Akai

and Tamatani—Akai ran the show and Tamataniwashis second-

in-command. Tamatani had been around since the Osaka days,

working as a staff memberat the Sci-Fi Conventions, and he had

also been to Osaka University of Arts. In other words, he

actually had the ability to create things. The gaming department

was meant to be a place of creation. Those with the skill or

desire to blaze newtrails stayed—the othersleft.

Ourinitial products were mostly “strip quiz” games featuring

original characters and graphics by Akai. The response to these

was quite good. Later, we commissioned original artwork from

animators and mangaartists outside our company, and

developed a gameusing Gunbusteras its theme.Steadily, the

number of games that we were producing began to grow.

The difference between anime and gamesis that in the case

of the latter, almost everything is donein-house, from planning

to production, right up until the game is readyto sell. This isn’t

to say we weren't frequently behind schedule—wewere. It’s

just that schedule managementand quality control werea lot
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easier to handle on the gamingside of things. And if something

missed its release date, any losses incurred tended to be

minimal.

People had definitely taken to the GAINAX brand of PC

games.It's just unfortunate that there weren’t many chances for

us to come face-to-face with them.

Wehadall been to the Sci-Fi Convention before and walk

around the area where convention-goers are welcomed.

Similarly, at WonderFestival (which we used to promote our

garage kits), it was very easy to meet and havedirect exchanges

with our consumers.Wefelt that this kind of interaction was

extremely important.

Thinking back to our own days as consumers, we imagined

that the buyers of our products were probably eager to meet

the people who had madethem,and that they were just as

eager to meet the people behind the games as the anime. So we

took the seemingly logical next step and created the PC game

convention.

Unlike now, the PC game magazines of the time werestill at

the height of their enthusiasm for the genre, and theerotically-

themed “ero games” hadn’t yet entered the mainstream.This

combination of factors meant that a lot of game makers were

still doing the leg work to achieve recognition, so I thought we

might be on to something with the idea of a gaming

convention.

Unfortunately, there weren’t that many people with us

anymore whohad convention experience. A lot of work went

into getting things into place, but they just couldn’t rise to the
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occasion. I was extremely dissatisfied with the event as a whole.

Looking back (and considering the lack of experiencedstaffers

we had),I think that the very idea of our attempting a PC

gaming convention wasanerror, and was whatledtoits

unfortunate result. | got the impression that those people kind

enough to show up were not so much fans of PC gamesasfans

of GAINAX itself.

Actually, there were a few good things that came of the

convention. Visitors had the chance to meet Robert Woodhead*

in the flesh, as well as speak with some rather famous writers

and editors from various gaming magazines. It was quite the

unusual experience, but I think that people came away from it

feeling relatively satisfied.

In any event, based on visitor reactions and our ownfeelings

about the event, GAINAX’s PC game convention wasthefirst

andlast of its kind.

Marriage
In Novemberof 1990,I married.

Meanwhile, though production costs were driving both

General Products and GAINAX squarely into the red, we were

still hard at work on Nadia, which wasairing all over Japan. Our

PC game Silent Mobius was being criticized by vendors(in that

games based on mangajust don’tsell), but despite that, it went

on to sell like gangbusters.

Personally, | felt that the future of the companywasstarting

to look pretty good. Couple that with the fact that I had been
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dating Hiroe Suga for some 10 years (whichis not to say thatit
hadn’t been without its ups and downs—our relationship had
been punctuated by myperiodsof lethargy, yet we somehow
managed to reconcile), | decided that it was high time I settle
downand get married. -

Hiroe had becomea publishedsci-fi author, and things on my
end were looking up both personally and professionally.

GAINAX USA
Both GAINAX and General Products looked like they were on

the rebound,andit was decided that we would try and expand

into the American market.

Japanese anime hadn’t yet entered the American mainstream

as it has now,but ourdesire to give it a shot wasn’t so much a

desire to blaze new trails as muchas it was a kind of hunch.

Ourthinking was, It was doesn't matter where these guys are—the

needs ofotaku are the same the world over.

To us, it didn’t matter if it was via garage kits or anime, we

just wanted to start getting our products overseas. Hot on the

heels of that thought was, We’re going to need another base of

operations, which entailed setting up a subsidiary company.

Unfortunately, we couldn’t find the right people for the job.|

wasat an absolute loss for ideas.

Sawamura,on the other hand,wasstill running around with

guns blazing. He volunteered himself to go to America,

registering our subsidiary in Texas becauseof the favorable tax

breaks available there. He also wasted no timein recruiting
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someof the locals for his staff. | couldn’t really put my finger

on it, but something seemed off about Sawamura’s behavior.

Our plan was for GAINAX USAto establish a mail-order service

for not just our toys and garagekits, but our entire line of

anime-related goods, and to ship them to every state in the U.S.

Concurrent with our preparations to open ourStateside store

was the decision to host an anime-style event right there in

America. Thisfirst full-fledged anime event in the States was

dubbed Animecon,*” and manga authors and animeartists alike

flew in from Japan to attend as special guests. We prepared a

wealth of anime(on bothfilm and video), and screened them

non-stop, 24 hours a day.

The event wasa success, and a lot of people showed up.

Unfortunately, many of the staff members didn’t really care

about the convention. People from all strata of the company

went over to America to help out, but—amount of people we

had on staff notwithstanding—they didn’t turn out to be

particularly useful. The whole thing turned out to be a kind of

training session-cum-overseasvacation. Of course, there were

several Americans on thestaff as well, and it was thanks to

their diligence that the event went as smoothlyasit did. Behind

the scenes of Animecon’s success, however, was the fact that

GAINAX USA was not doing well atall...

The American staff that had been involved with Animecon

would later regroup and even host several anime-themed

conventions across America, something which made mevery

happyindeed.
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The end of General Products
It was around New Year’s of 1992 that I announced thatthis

year’s WonderFestival would bethelast.

The announcement cameso suddenly that the people in

attendance were completely shocked, but the news was an even
bigger surprise to the staff. Truth be told, it was something of a

shock to myself as well.

It seems that the impetus behind our pulling out of Wonder

Festival was Akai himself.

“How long are we going to keep selling properties based on

other people’s characters?” his argument went. “We’re

supposed to be a companythat developsits own properties, are

we not?” And he had Okada’s backing.

The day of the announcement, Okada and Akai both came down

to the convention grounds. That’s strange, | thought.Afterall, |

wasthe onegiving out the orders and ensuring that preparations

were running smoothly. The two of them called measide, saying

they had somethingto tell me. They madetheir case, spouting off

a list of reasons, and then ended with, “So yeah, we wantto pull

out of WonderFestival. What do you think?”

Huh?! 1 thought, but their argument made sense. There was

really nothing | could say in response.I’d already made up my

mind—lI agreed with them. I mean, we couldn't very well go on

subsisting on theintellectual properties of others indefinitely.

Sales on our own General Products garage kits were hurting.

Kaiyodo and other manufacturers had hopped aboard the

burgeoning garage kit trend, but we just couldn’t put out the

kind of merchandise that wouldgive us the break we needed.

 



 

What’s more, we weren't even running theretail shop anymore—

we'd decidedto close it until all construction was complete.

Even now,| can’t recall my exact thoughts on the matter. Why

was | so quick to agree? Maybe I was burnt out. Maybe I was

tired of peddling garage kits that never produced a breakouthit.

Even so, the revenue that the WonderFestivals provided was

nothing to sneezeat, and I would later regret the decision to

pull out. As time passed and things within the company

stabilized, | thought it would be kind of nice to start developing

a line of garage kits and promotional goods again—andin fact,

GAINAX-NET nowoffers modelsfor sale.

At any rate, the announcementthat this would be ourlast

WonderFestival went out that noon across the entire building.

The news was most definitely unexpected—even I had no | idea

that, just a few hoursearlier, Akai and Okada had been

contemplating such a thing. Everyone in attendance was stunned.

That same day, we had a meeting to discuss handing the

reigns over to Kaiyodo. We would allow them to use the

WonderFestival name, and give them the moldstoall the

garage kits we had manufactured. Kaiyodo, for their part,

would be in somethingofa bind if the festival were to

disappear altogether. At the same time, there was some

concern on their end as to whether they would be able to

coordinate an eventlike this. In terms of having the necessary

resourcesto pull it off, though, they were probably the only

ones capable of taking overfor us.

There was a lot of bad blood when General Productsfirst

openedits doors, with insults and insinuations on both the
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General Products and Kaiyodo sides. By this time, though, the

hatchet had already been well and truly buried. For those

elements on our side that remained in Osaka, considering

Kaiyodo as enemies withouteverreally getting to know them,

the situation was probably something like sibling rivalry. As

garage kits grew increasingly popular, however, even those two

factionsfinally called a truce. | think the fact that Miyawaki* (who

is sometimescalled the “young husband of Kaiyodo”) and I are

the same age may have had somethingto do withthat.

Right up until the last day of the WonderFestival, it had never

entered my mind that we would quit doing them;I had already

reserved the location for the upcoming summer. Asa staff

member, however, my main obligation wasto help the Festival in

any way | could. | turned the reservation over to Kaiyodo.

To look on the positive side, General Products probably didn’t

have the meansto continue making garage kits anyway. Quitting

both WonderFestival and garage kit-making altogether meant

that the company no longerhad a reason to continue operating.

As such,it was decided to incorporate what remained with

GAINAX. I suppose you could say that by this point, General

Products’ usefulness had dwindled.

Okada leaves the company
The dissolution of General Products had hardly drained me of my

determination. On the contrary—now thatit had completely

merged with GAINAX, I was busily putting plans in motion and

working toward thefuture.

 



~

On the other hand, following our abortive attempt to get our

original anime Olympia ready for production, Okada hadn't done

a single bit of work.It looked like he was doing a lot of talking

with Yamaga aboutpossible future projects, and nothing more.

What’s more,since reading a bookin the Bessatsu Takarajima

series about re-inventing yourself, he had begun speaking with

an affected Tokyo accent, picking up girls and taking them to

discos, and acting in a wholly uncharacteristic manner. Well,

putting aside my own impressions for the moment,a very real

problem wasdeveloping here, in that Okada had taken to

spouting off all kinds of whimsical ideas but not actually doing

anything to realize them.In fact, as | mentioned previously, he

wasn’t doing any workatall.

One day,| finally said to him, “We're cutting yoursalary.

Someone whodoessolittle around here has no business making

this much.” It was actually Sawamura whooriginally gave the

order—it was my job to relay the message.Atfirst, Okada

protested, but in the end he gavein.

Now,cutting his salary is fine and all, but in my opinion,it’s

strange that he should even beretained on the payroll. My

thoughts at the time were, Okada should just quit. Here is my

reasoning: Okada is the companypresident. He’s the face that

wepresent to the public. If our own president isn’t doing any

work, it would only be a matter of time before people—both

inside the company and out—began keeping him at arm’s

length.

Whichis why I ended up going to him again and stating point-

blank, “You should quit.” He refused. “You need to quit,”|
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countered. “Well, I’m not going to,” came his reply. We went
roundlike this, over and over again, | don’t know how many
times. Then hestarted to waver.

“Alright, Ill quit.”

“Wait, I can’t quit.”

Andfinally:

“Tell you what—let me make one more game.ThenI'll quit.”
By that point, I’d had enough.

“If you just can’t find it in yourself to quit,” I said, “then /’ll

quit. Who’s it going to be, then? You or me?”

It's not like I had any other business prospectslined up. But

I'd made up my mind,and wasreadytolet the chips fall where

they may. Of course, | wasstill in debt and had a car loan

hanging over my head—if I quit, it wouldn’t be long before I was

out wandering thestreets. | was aware ofall this, but at the

same time I had to stand my ground.I knew that if Okada

remained, | wouldn’t even want to stay at GAINAX.

In the end, Okada gave in. He agreed to leave the company.

Until then, Okada had not been regardedvery fondly by his

co-workers. Sometimeearlier, there had been a meeting to

discuss what direction the company should takein the future.

Okada had come wandering in and announced somethingto the

effect that he had nointention of quitting. At this, Yamaga stood

suddenly and glared at me angrily. He said somethingslike

“This is a serious discussion. What did you invite him for?” and

“I can’t even talk with him in the same room”and stormedout.

I'd say Okada found himself in a pretty rough spot that day.

WhatI didn’t know wasthat following this meeting, Okada  



had talked things over with his wife, Kazumi. He’d decided that
he couldn’t hold on to his position indefinitely, and that at some
point he would have to leave the company.

In his book andat various other places and times, Okada’s

commenton his departure has been somethinglike “I simply ran

out of things to do at GAINAX.Forthis reason, I decided it was

time for me to step down.” But Okada,isn’t it true that you quit

because, especially after everything that happened, you couldn't

(as you yourself mentioned) hang on to your post forever?

Our plan was for GAINAX to focus on creating new and better

anime—andpersonally speaking, the relentlessly vocal Okada

wasa hindrance to that plan. He would go on and on aboutthe

details of each project, and believe that what he had to say was

having an effect on everyone. On me. But truth betold, he just

made things moredifficult. It’s one thing to talk a lot if what

you're saying is focused on the future and groundedinreality.

Unfortunately, what Okada had to say by that point was aboutas

unreal as you could get.

Okada’s wife Kazumi, however, remained with the company.

Any problems we had with Okada stayed with Okada, and had

nothing to do with his wife.

As a side note, some shrewdfans have opined that Kazumi’s

continued presence at GAINAX has allowed Okada to retain

some measure of influence in its operations...
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The new GAINAX

Okada’s absence created an opening, and Yamaga stepped up

to join Sawamura as GAINAX’s co-president. Following Okada’s

departure, Akai had said “Considering the history of GAINAX’s

founding, it would be extremely odd if Yamaga were not

named the next co-president.” And this is exactly what

happened, with Yamaga now being held accountable for the

companyhe helpedcreate.

In actual fact, though, the ones that really ran the show were

Sawamura and Akai, with Sawamura handling day-to-day

operations and Akai havingthefinal say onall things project-

related. Yamaga had becomethe new “face” of GAINAX, but

little more. Theflip side of this wasthat, for all his influence,

Akai wasstill regarded as a regular employee. We wereall

awarethat this setup was a bit unconventional, but our

methodology could never be called “the norm.” To this day, we

continue to do our jobs with the same mindset wehadin our

student days, quite removed from the normal societal ways of

thought.

With Okada gone and Sawamura and Akai running things,it

wasbusiness as usual in terms of our PC game operations. We

even began operating an online service called GAINAX-NET*””.

And all the while, we were back on track developing new anime

projects. Unfortunately, it appears that Sawamura and Akai

were starting to butt heads with one another.

I say “appears” because the problem didn’t manifest itself in

public arguments—rather,it was that the two had very

different ideas on how things should be done. At one point,



 

Akai wondered aloudif he should just quit, but nothing ever
cameofit. Later, when ouroffices moved to Kichijoji, the

disagreements between Akai and Sawamura became more

pronounced,and Akai formally stated his intent to resign. He

has since returned to work for GAINAX, whereheis one of the

companydirectors.| still think it’s a shame wehadto part

waysin the past, though.

Aoki Uru

One of the new animeprojects we considered following

Okada’s departure was an idea of Yamaga’s called Aoki Uru*’”. It

was developed as a sequel to the theatrical Oritsu Uchugun, but

set some 50 years later. The reason for this was that with no

recurring characters or storylines to deal with, it would be

easier for potential investors to understand the premise.

As always, we got togetherfor a brainstorming session,

where it was decided that Anno would direct and Yamaga

would produce and provide the script, which had four planned

acts. He turned out thefirst of the acts, while Sadamoto

finished up the character designs. The plans for the main mecha

were drawn up by MasamuneShirow and Kazutaka Miyatake

from Studio Nue.

For me, this was not so mucha period of lethargy as it was a

time of not having a clear-cut sense of purpose. | didn’t know

howtoact, and to tell the truth, Aoki Uru had become something

of a burden.I lacked motivation, and the sense of energy I had

back when I started doing the Sci-Fi Conventions wasall but
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gone. | was just doing whatas I was told. Overall, | think | found

producing Aoki Uru to be moreof a chore than anything.

The major problem with Uru wasthat it was designed as a

theatrical release, and we were unable to footall of the

production costs ourselves. If we funded the project in its

entirety and it was a hit, then we would reapall of the profits—

but the simple truth was, we didn’t have that kind of money.

Wewerefaced with the dilemma of having to begin work on

the project, but not having enough fundstoseeit all the way

through. That was when Akaiissued his proclamation.

To me,it was like suddenly getting my marching orders. The

memolaid downa certain date, and said that if production on

Aoki Uru didn’t begin in earnest by that date, then Akai would

be severing all ties with me, public and private. | still hadn’t

quite found my rhythm yet, but let metell you, | certainly

sprang into action.

It took a lot of effort, but Anno gothis staff and the

necessary preparations were madeto begin production.I’m

sure I must’ve looked like some elementary student who'd

barely finished his summer homework onthevery last day of

vacation, holding it up to his mother and bragging, “There! How

ya like me now?” But Akai’s (very adult) reaction wasto

encourage me by saying, “This is where the project really gets

underway.Please keep giving it yourall.”

And so, though welacked the funds necessary to completeit,

production began on Aoki Uru.

It was slow work, but work nonetheless. Even while we were

out trying to raise funds for the project, however, we were



having to paythestaff their salaries, which meantthat a lot of
money wasgoing out, and nothing was comingin. I decided to
go out and find the money myself—in other words, take out a
few poor man’s loans. I went to I don’t know how many loan
sharks, and ended up securing some 8 million yen. As a result
of borrowing money, however, my day-to-day existence would
end up becoming ratherpathetic...

After a while, it became obvious that if we didn’t meet our

budget—and soon—production would be coming to a

screeching halt. But nothing seemed to work out right. We

couldn't raise any morecapital, and the staffjust wasn’t making

any progress. Even Anno hadlost his motivation. Anno, myself,

andall the rest of the staff had worked so hard onthis project,

but we had nothing to showforit.

As for myself,| still felt like I was lacking a sense of direction.

Again, it was the monkey and the jar—I couldn’t see the thing|

held for what it was. Maybe it was a misguided senseof pride

that had caused this. Maybe I'd thought that I could solveall

these problems on my own;orrather,I’d placed too much

confidence in my ownabilities, thinking that if | just put my

mind to it | could do anything, no matter how impossible the

task.It’s not at all an uncommon phenomenon,and aneasy trap

to fall into if a person doesn’t truly know themselves andtheir

limitations. That sort of misguided pride can make a man

becomeless than worthless.

General Products had closed shop. We’d pulled out of

WonderFestival and garage kit making altogether. We weren’t

even taking on any subcontracting work for anime production.
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Wedid continue to make PC games—Akai had seen to that—

but there wasn’t a lot of work tossed our way. With mere

pennies coming in, we were having a hard enough time just

paying everyone’ssalaries.

Finally, the order came downforus to halt production on

Aoki Uru. We weresimply incapable of taking the project any

further.

Reset
After the Aoki Uru project got put on hold, | began to think

about leaving the companyagain. In a sense, | was responsible

for what had becomeof the project—it was my own

worthlessness that had brought aboutits failure. I figured

GAINAX would be better off without me.

“Comeon,just hang in there another two years,” Sawamura

told me when | approached him aboutleaving. “I’m working on

some things to help us get the company back ontrack, and I’m

sure I'll be doing and suggesting somepretty outrageous

things. I’m gonna be counting on your support, no matter what

happens.”

| really had no reason to turn him down. Not only that, but|

felt a kind of dauntless courage in his determination to rebuild

GAINAX.I was readyto roll up my sleeves and do whateverit

took.

All along, I’d been thinking that I really needed to do

somethingto fix the situation. Our conversation cameatJust

the right moment.It’s that monkey andthe jar again—the



second I agreed to stay on, all that anxiety just disappeared.It
waslike letting go of whateverI’d been holding onto, and
suddenly my hand wasfree. I no longer had the desire to quit.
Sawamura’s first act was to essentially press the reset button

on the whole company. When Aoki Uru was postponed, we were
dangerously short of funds. We had enough cash to handle the
day-to-day costs for the time being, but it was clear thatif

something didn’t change, we’d end up running the company

into the ground.

Despite the fact that we had no work comingin,westill had

to makepayroll. If we didn’t get rid of all the employees hired

during our expansion phase, we could forget about anime

production—we’d belucky to stayalive.

Something had to be done, but Sawamura and I were hardly

the most competent of managers. Wejust couldn’t fire people,

even if they were a drain on the company. So Sawamuracalled

everyone together and made an announcement:

“Making Aoki Uru is a major undertaking for GAINAX... but

wesimply don’t have enough money. Theproject will be put on

hold indefinitely. Furthermore, in the future there may be times

whenpayroll checks won’t be paid out due to lack of funds.

Anyone whocan’tlive with that needn’t comein to work

tomorrow. Wewill pay everyone’s salary up through next

month, though.If you wantto leave, there’s no need for you to

formally announce yourresignation. But if you do intend to

stay, please let us know.”

And that was that. From the very next day, some people just

stopped comingin to work, without any discussion orfuss.|
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thought it wasbrilliant. All those employees we hadn’t been

able to cut loose had donethe dirty work for us. | imagine

many of the people wholeft that day would have a few choice

wordsto say aboutthe incident if asked, but | was more

depressed about it than anyone. | wasactually quite shocked at

some whochoseto quit, people who'd been with us since the

Osaka days. Even employees that were squarely in my camp

stopped comingin after that day, and some of them | haven't

seen or heard from since. As for the ones whostayed,it didn't

necessarily make them any moretrustworthy, but since they

decided to stick by us when we were down,| made up my mind

to place my trust in them.

During this mass exodus, | wasliving in a rather nice

apartment, the one that my wife and I had occupied since our

wedding. After the company shakeup, however, mysalary

shrunk, assuming I even received a paycheckat all. It got so bad

that I couldn’t keep up with the rent, so I sent my wife back to

Kyoto to live with her parents and started bunking in a one-

room apartment maintained by the company. Wecalled it “the

sleep room,” becausethat’s all it was. There were three bunk

beds packed into 100 square feet of space. The worst thing

about it was that sometimes guys would go out drinking and

miss the last train, so they'd come overto the apartment to

spend the night, bringing womenin with them!

| had to borrow against mysalary for my living expenses, so

every single paycheck was used up before | even gotit. Once|

paid the loan amountandthenthe interest on the loan, I was

broke again, so I’d have to borrow from my next paycheck just



to pay the bills. My life became an endless cycle of borrowing
moneyI couldn't pay back.

At some point I moved outof that apartmentandinto a tiny
room inside the actual company building. It was maybe 50
squarefeet, and the interior resembled a tool shed. I lived and
worked there for close to a year, until it became too miserable
to continue.I told them I wasin dire straits and neededa raise,
so they bumped mysalary up enoughthatI was able to rent a
little apartment. In a sense, my situation was aboutas badasit
could get, but over the next six monthsorso, I gradually

started to feel a hint of optimism.| think what happenedis that
I finally hit rock bottom, and from there, you can only go up.

Before the end of the second year, | began to acquire a vague

sense of myrole in the company. I say vague because| still

couldn’t point to anythingin particular to call my “job,” but |

did acquire a firmer sense of myplace in the overall

organization. After almost two years of walking in the dark,

there was a speck oflight at the end of the tunnel.

The company would recover. We werestill flying below the
radar, but things were slowly on the mend.

GAINA Matsuri
Even at rock bottom,youstill have to work. Following the big
company shakeup, Akai suggested we have somekind of event,
and we were grateful for the distraction.

After all, events were our roots. They had always come before
every turning point in our evolution, and wegotourstart at the
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Sci-Fi Conventions,afterall. Since we weren’t doing the

WonderFestival anymore, | think it was just a way for us to go

back and rediscover our roots. That was the plan for GAINA

Matsuri, or GAINAX Festival*"”.

The eventitself was strictly small-scale, with only 200

attendees over a single day and night. We wentto the

Minakami Hot Springs in Gunma andstayed at the same hotel

we used for MiG-Con back in 1988. It was designed to be

nothing more than a small get-together for GAINAX fans, soit

wasn’t a big production by any means.| think everyone had a

good time staying upall night for the festivities, though.

Weeven held a second GAINAX Festival the next yearin

Itako, Ibaraki, where wescreened thefirst two episodes of

Evangelion three monthspriorto their air date. The opening

sequence as well as other elements weren't quite ready yet, so

the screening showed only the raw episodes, but with only 200

people given the opportunity to see the show at such an early

stage, I’m sure it was a precious memory for everyone who

attended. I rememberreactions to the early screener being

extremely positive. That night was truly “Evangelion Eve.”

All in all, | was in good spirits for the second GAINAX Festival,

and seeing the warm reactions to the show servedto reaffirm

myfaith in the future of GAINAX.

Evangelion Eve
Sawamura’s plan for jump-starting GAINAX had workedlike a

charm, and all the deadbeat employees we couldn’t deal with



ourselves were now gone.It seemed like as soon as theyleft,
though,they started making up stories about how they’d been
single-handedly responsible for GAINAX’s successes.

The funniest story I heard was about an ex-GAINAX employee
whotried to pull the wool over Sony’s eyes. Apparently,this

person marched into Sony’s office and announcedthat he’d

managed to lure all the people involved in the Princess Maker

project away from GAINAX and formed his own company with

them. Sonywasright in the middle of developing the

PlayStation, and had just announcedtheplatform’s release.It

just so happened that GAINAX had been commissioned to

produce Princess Maker 3 for the PlayStation, so when the Sony

guy heard about everyone on the Princess Maker team leaving

GAINAX, he was understandably shocked.

The guy called us up in a panic and asked what had

happened. I reassured him that nothing had happened. The

direction and character designs were all Akai’s work, and he

wasstill with the company. Even Hashimoto, the one whodid

the programming, wasstill with us. I informed the distraught

Sony manager that everyone whohad ever had a hand in the

gamewasstill securely employed by GAINAX, and he had

nothing to worry about. He seemedsatisfied after that, but

what| find amazing is that a company like Sony could be so

completely taken in by such a blatantlie. I supposeit’s because

they were just starting to enter the game market, and didn’t

realize that the former GAINAX employeehad beentrying to

pull a fast one.

Ex-employee troubles notwithstanding, GAINAX wasfinally
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beginning to recover. And the Evangelion project was taking shape.

For Anno,I think Aoki Uru being put on hiatus was a weight

off his shoulders. I’m sure he’d been just as anxious aboutit as|

was, tormented by the thought that as the director he needed

to be doing somethingto fix things, even though he didn't

know what to do. But after we put the project on hold andall

that pressure was gone, I’m sure hefelt a lot better.

Anno knew guy from King Records named Otsuki*, and as

the story goes, the two were out drinking one day when Otsuki

suggested to Anno that they work on a TV anime project

together. Anno agreed on the spot, came backto the office and

promptly announced it to everyone. Nobody even batted an

eyelash. Weall just accepted it without further thought.|

remember thinking OK, so Anno’s made the decision then, and that

wasthat. No surprise, nothing out of the ordinary.

Nowthat I’ve had sometimeto reflect on everything,I’ve

finally realized that our strongest asset has always been our

ability to make snap decisions. We were decisive in college, and

we werestill decisive at GAINAX. It was our defining

characteristic as a team. No matter what you’re doing, whether

it’s a show or an event or whatever, the people whoare able to

get things done are the people whohavethe strongestdrive to

take action.

Wehad no trouble starting up another project right away.All

the outside staff we hired on for Aoki Uru were now gone,but

Anno andtherest of the gang werestill there. They went on a

retreat to Matsumoto in Nagano and before you knew it, they

had a project plan all drawn up. Still, it would take over a year



 

to go from project start to broadcast.

Anno had been running on empty ever since Nadia finished,

but Evangelion seemedto be just the thing to get him up and

running again. And oncehe puts his mind to something, he

goesall out. King Records had already secured a timeslot, so

once they finished laying downtheplot, the only thingleft to

do was makethe show.

Oneof the key themesin Aoki Uru had been “not running

away.” In the story, the main character is faced with the

daunting task of saving the heroine, who’s been abducted. He

ran away from something in the past, so he decidesthatthis

time he will stand his ground. That same theme wascarried

over into Evangelion, but | think it was something more than

just transposing one show's themeonto another. | really think

Annoinherited something from Aoki Uru—the determination

not to run away from problems—and what wesawin Evangelion

was maybejust a reflection of those feelings.

It was right around this “Evangelion Eve” period that we

decided (at Akai’s suggestion) to move ourfacilities. The

building we werein waspretty old, and we’d just discovered

that a portion of it was slated for demolition because of a

municipal road expansion project in the works. Deciding to stay

in the city of Musashino, werented a three-story building and

moved everything there.

But disagreements between Akai and Sawamura had reached

a critical point. Production on Akai’s Princess Maker 3 had

already been approved,and he wasalso supposedto be a

producer on Evangelion. Soon after the move, however—right as
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the anime department was building serious momentum on the

Evangelion project—Akai broke off from GAINAX to form his

own company,taking with him control of the Princess Maker 3

production.

This isn’t to say that Sawamura and Akai had somekind of

falling out. It wasn’t like that. It’s just that GAINAX had been

operating with two menat the helm,andthat’s one man too

many. Each of them wanted to steer the companyin a different

direction, and when their differences in opinion became too

pronouncedto ignore anymore,Akai left. Sometime afterward,|

asked Akai why he’d been theoneto leave instead of

Sawamura,and hesaid, “I could see that Sawamura was

interested in doing a numberof things with Yamaga, and

considering the ideas that those two had,I could see myself

butting heads with Sawamura at some point. After I thoughtit

over, it seemed better to leave before the fighting started.”

Shinseiki Evangelion
I don’t think it’s necessary to restate what a tremendous

sensation Evangelion caused whenit started airing on TV. They

called it a social phenomenon.It sold record numbers of

laserdiscs in Japan, and the DVDisstill selling well today.

That’s the Evangelion everybody knows, but it sure wasn’t

smoothsailing for us during the production phase. When

Otsuki brought the proposal to a certain unnamed toy

company, the guy there told him a robot with a designlike that

would neversell. He said the legs were too skinny, and then
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proceededto give Otsuki a lecture on the principles of robot
design. Otsukiis bitter about the incident to this day. In the
end, Sega acquired licensing rights to the merchandise, and the

other toy company would later license from Sega or work

through them to distribute Evangelion models.

We had a numberofother problemsas well. Book publishers

rejected our proposal to have Sadamoto do the mangaseries,

on the groundsthat he was too passé to be bankable!

Production companiesrefused to help with the production of

the animation. I personally felt confident that the show would

be a hit, although I never imagined this amount of success. But

not Anno. Hewasa true believer right from the get-go. He even

promised to buy me a newbuilding from the earnings! His faith

in the project was unshakable.

With Evangelion, GAINAX began selling more games and

software than weever had since our founding, and other

companies rode the samegravy train with their own Eva-related

products and publications. Anything that had “Evangelion”in

the namesold like hotcakes.

Tax evasion and the birth of my daughter
But we never did get our new building. We were neverable to.

In May of 1998, GAINAX was audited by the National Tax

Agency (NTA) ofJapan under suspicion of tax evasion.

It was about 8:00 in the morning and| wasstill asleep in my

apartment when| heard the doorbell ringing. I hadn’t gotten to

bed until 5:00 that same morning, so to meit waslike being
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wokenupin the middle of the night. When I opened the door|

saw two NTAofficials standing there, flashing their credentials.

| invited them in, and the three of us spent about two hours

talking in my room. Oneofthe two kept looking around the

place for damning evidence, but of course there was none.I

kept thinking how different it was from the girls in Marusal!!(a

TV drama about undercover tax investigators that aired in Japan

in 2003). Yeah, I supposeit would be...

Anyway, the head investigator who showed upat the

company waseven funnier. He took one lookatall our

computers and started spouting off about how we'd betaken to

the cleaners by the computersales people. “Lookat this!

There’s a computer on every desk!” he exclaimed. “If they told

you that you needed a computerfor every single person, then

you've been had. What a crock!” Maybehe really hated

computers, maybe they were getting in the way of the

investigation, or maybe that guy wasjust really behind the

 

times. Who knows.

Whentheyfinally informed us that GAINAX was under

investigation on suspicion of tax evasion, | was completely

stunned. I have to admit, | was aware of the fact that we were

doing some shady accounting, but I had no idea how much

money was involved. When they told me the amount, I was

flabbergasted.

For abouta yearafter that initial raid, | was forced to make

almost daily trips to the Tokyo Regional Taxation Bureau, the

Tokyo Metropolitan Government Bureau of Taxation, and the

Musashino Municipal Government Tax Division office. We even
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had our bank accounts frozen, and the guy handling our case at
the Tokyo metro office informed usthat if the company went
under, it wasn’t their problem. When we complained,it was
always the samestory: “Youstill have money, don’t you?” or
“Oncethe president of a companygets arrested, the company
could go downat any time”and so on.And every time, our
accounts would get frozen again.

To be perfectly blunt, before all this happened I had

absolutely no interest whatsoever in the company’sfinances.|
guess| left it all up to Sawamura, but that really wasn’t the
whole story. | think it was mycareless attitude about money
that really landed us in that mess.I just assumed that somebody
would take care of things, and mylack of interest fostered a

dangerous disregard for monetary matters. Now | maintain

direct control over the company’s finances, though mygrasp of

the whole processis far from perfect. I’m still groping my way
through the brush and bramble of accounting and tax laws, and

learning new thingsall the time—which is pretty amazing when

you consider how much| used to hate studying. But since I had

to work hard to fix what had happened,| figured | might as well
learn somethingin the process.

The tax evasion itself was all Sawamura’s decision, but after
everything wassaid and done,| realize that the only reason he
did it was because it was so hard to run the company with no
money. Before Evangelion, GAINAX had beenin perpetually dire
financial straits. We’d been living hand to moutheversince the
company’s founding, and our accounting—if you could even call

it that—amountedtolittle more than collecting payments and
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deducting costs, something onthe level of running a lemonade

booth at the state fair. Sawamura understoodourfinancial

situation better than anyone, so when Evangelion took off and

the moneyreally started rolling in, he saw it as possibly our one

and only opportunity to set somethingaside for the future.|

guess he was vulnerable to temptation at that point, because no

one knew how longthe Evangelion goose would keep laying

golden eggs. I don’t think he purposely set out with the goal of

evading taxes. It was morethat ourlevel of accounting

knowledge wasn’t up to the task of dealing with revenues on

such a large scale.

Butall in all, | didn’t suffer too much in the aftermath of the

tax brouhaha at GAINAX.I didn’t have any money, of course,

but the reason | wasn’t overly focused on it was because my

wife and I were expecting ourfirst child in July of that same

year. With a new baby on the way and concerns about the

future of the company on my mind,| just didn’t have time to

think much about tax problems.

Andsure enough, whenJuly rolled around ourfirst daughter

was born. We namedher Yukino. But unfortunately, she was

admitted into the infant ICU immediately after she was born,

and later her motherjoined herin the hospital. For several

months the doctors had no idea whatthe cause of Yukino’s

physical problemswere, but I’m sure they did everything

humanly possible to find out, running every single test they

could run on an infant. They even checked her DNA.I was

worried sick about my daughter, but I couldn’t leave Tokyo in

the middle of the tax audit, so for about six months I was

w
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forced to commute back and forth to Kyoto, leaving every
Friday night and returning the following Monday morning.
My wife, of course, had beenliving in Kyoto for the entire

time that all this was happening. About three monthsafter
Yukino wasborn,she took herto St. Joseph’s Hospital in Kyoto

on the advice of a nurse who worked for Public Health. The

diagnosis they came back with was that Yukino wasin danger

of developing cerebral palsy. The good news wasthat she

would be able to walk and talk and there didn’t seem to be any

trouble with her cognitive functions. Her muscular development

would just be a little slower than the norm. Even now she’s

undergoing physical therapy to keep her physically stable.

Thosefirst six months after Yukino was bornfelt like an

entire year to me. Every waking moment was spent worrying

about her, and even the weekly trips back to Kyotofelt like an

eternity. My wife and Yamagabothtell me that I changed after

becoming a father, and | have to agree that it was one of the

major turning points in mylife. In fact, my daughter Yukino has

probably been the one thing to keep me going at GAINAX since

the shakeup,and | owe hera lot.

Moving ahead
So, what is GAINAX like today? Our prodigal son Akai has

returned to the fold, and is currently one of the company

directors. Yamagais president, and I am,as always, the general

manager. I don’t think that will ever change. Even Annofinally

madeit to the board ofdirectors after helping found the
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companyand working here for 16 years as a film director.

Yamagais currently cooking up a numberofinteresting and

unusual TV animeprojects. He even directed one of them—

Mahoromatic—marking the first time he has sat in the director's

chair since working on Oritsu Uchugun 14 years ago.

Mahoromatic wasvery well-received, and incidentally marked his

directorial debut on a television production. Yamagais also

active in quite a few projects as a director, scriptwriter, or

producer, demonstrating his dedication to the vision of running

GAINAX asa creator-centric company. Thesepast several years

have only reaffirmed our belief that GAINAX’s value as a

producer and reputation as a companystem directly from our

creative talent, and creating showsis exactly what weplan to

keep doing.

It has now been 24 years since myinitial joy at discovering a

sci-fi club in college where | could share my passion with fellow

enthusiasts. That youthful exuberanceis still with me today.
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TRIAL IN ABSENTIA!
Yasuhiro Takeda—The Truth is in Here!

Takedais not just the public face of GAINAX,he’s also the legendary figure we know as

Kaiketsu Notenki...No! | mean, he’s Director of Management. Phew! Anyway, we've always

wondered whatit is about this man that draws peopletohis side. Whatis the secretofhis

almost otherworldly appeal?!Tofind out, we conducted this closed-doorinterview with

Hiroyuki Yamaga, Takami Akai and Hideaki Anno, the three men rumored to know

everything thereis to know aboutthis seminalfigure in the world of sci-fi. Read on!

Initial Encounters
Interviewer: Thank youall for coming. This

interview is going to be a part of Mr.

Takeda’s upcoming book, The Notenki

Memoirs. The bookis going to be written in

the first person, so whatI'd like to get from

youall today are your takes on Mr. Takeda.

You three seem to know him thebest, and I

think that ifyou can give us your impressions

ofTakeda as a person,it will help the readers

gain further insight into his character and

draw them into the book even more.

Akai: First off, the name “Yasuhiro Takeda”

probably isn’t going to conjure up any

images in the minds of most people—

especially when you compare him to Mr.

Okada, and those twoare always together.I

mean,they might know who[Takeda]is, but

you really don’t hear people going, “Hey,it’s

the Kaiketsu Notenki guy!” which is kind of

surprising, if you think aboutit.

Interviewer: In the book, Mr. Takeda talks

abouthis first impression of each of you.

Would you mind telling me your first

impressions of him?

Yamaga:Akai, you weren't there that first

time, right?

Akai: That's right.

Anno:OK.Well, | got a phone call from Mr.

N... That’s Tatsuo Nagayama.Hehassince

passed away, but anyway,he called me up

and said, “There’s a guy I want you to

meet.” It was at a café in Kyoto called

Solaris, and Yamaga and I went out there

together. Takeda wasalready there, as well

as Mr. Sawamura. Theysaid that they

needed ourhelp in making an original anime

for the Sci-Fi Convention, or somethinglike

that.

Yamaga:No, remember?First, they wanted

us to come up with a logo for DAICON3.

Anno: Hey, yeah. That’s right! They wanted

us to makethe logo. Then they said

something about wanting to make an

anime...

Akai: Mr. N probably told Takeda

somethinglike, “Say, | know these guys who

can make anime—movies, even! They’re

hard workers, and they goto film school. I'll

introduce you!” Now, | don’t wannatalk bad

about the dead or anything, but Mr. N was

the master of exaggeration.

Anno:Yeah,hereally enjoyed singing the

praises of others, huh?

Yamaga: Anyway, | cameup with I| think

five different ideas for the logo and took

them to Takedato get his opinion. I guess

that wasthefirst time I really talked to him.

Anno:| remember he kept emphasizing

that he wanted to see a Powered Suit in  
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motion. I asked someoneat the café for

somepaper and sketched out something

then and there, saying “This is how it would

move.”

Interview:I’ve heard from some people that

the Powered Suit you drew was running,

while others have said that it wasflying...

Akai: It was running, right?

Anno:| think | used four sheets of paperin

total... But yeah, I just madeit kind of run

in place.

Yamaga: You couldn't have done

something too complicated, could you? |

mean, you were drawingit right there at the

café counter. I guess this is a good example

of the “legend”getting all blown out of

proportion! (laughs)

Anno:Yeah.

Yamaga: People seem to think that Anno

drew up some awesomely maneuverable

PoweredSuitin, like, two secondsor

something!

(all laugh)

Interviewer: So, the conversation shifted

from you doing the logo to being asked to

do the opening animation?

Anno: Mmm,somethinglike that. We didn’t

really discuss any of the particulars.

Yamaga: Exactly. There wasno definite

plan at that point. It was morelike, they just

wanted to meetusfirst. But when Anno

drew upthat PoweredSuit right in front of

them...well, it certainly made for a powerful

first impression.

Anno:It was almostlike an interview, huh?

Yamaga:If you think aboutit, the way we

do business now is pretty much the same as

it was backthen.It’s like, “Yeah, we kind of

know what we want, butlet’s meet this

person before we hammeroutany of the

details.” So whenever we meetwith

someonefor thefirst time,it’s more of a

“Hey, how are you?”type ofthing [than an

actual business meeting].

Anno:Yeah.

Interviewer: What were yourfirst

impressions of Takeda and the others?

Anno:Let see... They were almostlike,

what, a type of people we’d never dealt with

before. The only friend we had that was

even comparable was Mr. N, so we were

pretty curious about them.

Yamaga:| guess you could say it wasn’t an

exciting first meeting, but it wasn’t

altogether uninteresting, either.

Akai: Okada wasthe only one whohad any

specific requests. Takeda would just be

there next to him, watching everything and

going “Wahaha!”

Yamaga:The way I rememberit, Okada

joined us muchlater. I seem to recall

Sawamura and Takeda taking me to Okada’s

place, talking about an elevator that wasin

the house or something.

Anno: We'd heard that Okada’s place was

like that base in Thunderbirds...and asit

turns out, his place had an elevator and

really did look like that base.

Akai: | think it was aroundfall, after we’d

finished working on DAICON3, that we

started talking about how weshould stay on

close terms with them... You know,Takeda,

Okada, Sawamura and the others. They were

an interesting group of people, andit’d

probably be fun to keep working with them.

Wetalked aboutthat,let’s see, at that late-

night café next to the boarding house we

used tolive in.



interviewer: Even having read his book,

I’m not so sure | completely understand

everything that Takeda does while working

on a project. For example, can any of you

tell me what he was doing during the

production of the opening anime?

Akai: That’s what we wanna know!(laughs)

As far as we can remember, Takeda would

come by every now and then, make a lot of

noise, do the oddbit of coloring, knock

over somepaints and brushes and whatnot,

scratch up the occasional cel, and get yelled

at by everyoneelse. That’s aboutit.

Yamaga: | rememberexplaining to him

over and over what kind of event the

Sci-Fi Convention was, and whatit wasall

about. Right up until the day he went there

and sawit for himself, he just couldn’t get

It.

Akai: And when wegot there, he was

already standingin line! We werelike,

“Hey!” Later, when we were showing the

movie inside the hall, Takeda cracked some

joke onstage. There wasthis loud rumble as

one thousand people started cracking up. I

think that washisfirst time experiencing

somethinglike that. After that, there was

no turning back.

Anno:| always had fun at those

conventions, y’know? I was moreinto sci-fi

back then.

Akai: I'll tell you what really gave me a

shock about being part of that group,

though—they’ll look right at you and start

talking smacklike they’re really enjoying

themselves.

Yamaga:A lot of the talk about Takeda

back then was abouthisgirlfriend, Kan-

chan. She’s his wife now.

Akai: Yeah, she wasthevictim of some

pretty raunchy humor.

Anno:These days, people would use the

word “sexual harassment” to describe what

used to go on. Of course, back then, we

didn’t even have that word! (laughs)

Akai: People would just treat her like one

of the guys, even though she wasthis cute

little teenager. | wonder howthat got

started... -

Yamaga:| blame Takeda.(laughs)

Akai: Yeah, that’s what it was. Ol’ Takeda

wastrying to put the moves on her, which

amused Okadaandthe others to no end.

They’d invent new lyrics for songs, putting

in all kinds of words you'd have to censorif

I said them here. Hmm,all this over a pair

of big tits.

(laughs)

Yamaga: | remember whenshewasstill in

high school, and Takeda would bring her

along to one of our hangouts. Okada would

start belting out someoff-color song, and

Kan-chan would just get madder and

madder. It was a pretty weird situation...

Hey, do you remember when Takeda used

to call us all “mister”? It was back when we

were working on the opening anime for

DAICON 3. The second that convention was

over, though,“mister” went right out the

window andhestarted calling us by our last

names!(laughs) | always rememberstuff like

that.

Akai: The mentality at the time waslike,

once you got to know each otherwell, you

had to adhereto an almost familial

structure. I used to hate that.

Anno: Yeah. Takeda can be pretty bossy

sometimes.

Yamaga: Hewas worse back then!

Anno:Like a politician or something.

Akai: Whenever something bad happened,

everyone would always go straight to

Takeda and complain. Why?It’s not like he

can make things better for them. Theflip

side of this, though, is that Takeda used to

ask me, “How come everyone comes to me

with their problems?!” Now it’s like it’s his

official job. (laughs)

 







I’m really not. That’s not my intention atall.
I'm praising him.I’m literally singing the
man’s praises.

Yamaga: And another thing—when | eat
with him, everything tastes great for some
reason.

Akai: Yeah,isn’t that strange? None of the
restaurants he’s taken me to have been bad.
Andit’s not because hehasa list of all the
great places in town oranything.If hetells
you “the food here is good” and yousit
downatthe table with him andstart eating,
sure enough,the food is good. For some
reason,it all tastes good. You know what
else? He maybesorely lacking in what
society deems“talent,” but he’s extremely
charismatic, to the extent that it enables
him to run with the “intellectual elite” such
as ourselves. You could put him in a room
full of gifted eccentrics and he’d end up
being their leader. | don’t know anyone but
Takeda whocould pull thatoff.

Yamaga:

|

think that since becoming a
parent, he’s consciously taken on that sort
of role. Being picked on (by Akai) during
Aoki Uru (“Blue Uru”) probably had a pretty
big impact on him.(laughs)
Akai: Hey, he was the one who wasall fired
up about making Uru! But through that
whole production, I constantly had to push
him to finish what hestarted.
Anno:Back then, his motto [attributed to
Yamanaka Shikanosuke] was “God, grant us
hardship!” We wereall like, “Yeah, I’ll give
you hardship,alright...”
Akai: Things were pretty tough forall of us
on Uru, but he wasthe least affected of us
all. That’s why I think he’s a genius. Any
normal Japanese person would'vejust bailed
out on that project altogether.
Yamaga:Theonly reason I was so rough
on Takeda back then was because Akai
ordered meto be. And that orderis still in
effect! (laughs)

Anno:| knew that Takeda had wanted to
direct something ever since working on
Fushigi no Umi no Nadia (Nadia: The Secret
of Blue Water”), which is why | suggested
he work onthe special features for the
Nadia box set. He should be able to handleit, |
thought. It wasn’t a huge project, and it was
the perfect opportunity for him to makehis
debut as a producer. He wasvery excited
when| offered him the project, but | ended
up doing all his work! Takeda would go out
and talk business, but later those same
people he’d been negotiating with would
call me with questions! Why?!
Yamaga:Hewasjust there for show,really.
Anno:Yeah.After a while, he was relegated
to a kind of half-assed messenger boy. He
didn’t seem to mind.
Akai:All three of us ended up working on
it as producers.

Anno:Wedotend to mix-and-match
producing and directing duties on projects,
huh?

Akai: Sawamura, Okada and even Takeda
would really only moveinto action when
somekind of problem cameup. You

couldn’t do somethinglike that at another
company.

Anno: Something bad happened? Gosee
Takeda. Problems? Go see Takeda. Got
something you don’t want to do? Go see
Takeda. That’s just how it goes.

Akai: Hmm,this conversation just can’t
seem to stay on a positive note. (laughs)
Yamaga:It’s like, we can’t even talk about
the guy withoutit turning into a
badmouthingsession.
Akai: Well, you know somepeople say
“Well yes, | talk bad about so-and-so, but
never behind his back!” Well, | don’t wanna
talk behind his back, so badmouthingitis!
(all laugh)

Akai: He’s a lovable guy. That’s the thing !
really like about him.
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